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ABSTRACT 
 Some experts (Bucknall and Ohtaki, 2005, Hansen and Lee, 2009, Bennington 
and Habir, 2003) pointed out how influences of western theories and the lack of 
indigenous research study highlighting the need for qualitative studies on how workplace 
learning is applied in Indonesia. Answering this need my research study attempted to 
describe the current distribution of workplace learning approaches in big companies in 
Indonesia, their evolution, and how the assumptions of HR practitioners reflect those 
changes. 
 A qualitative research study was conducted in six major companies in Indonesia 
of various industrial backgrounds by interviewing their HR managers and staff, observing 
their training classes, and analyzing all company documents pertaining to workplace 
learning.  
 The following conclusions were reached. Firstly, the most prominent workplace 
learning approach in Indonesia is the Classical Classroom approach, especially the lecture 
method. All subject companies in this study used it as the primary or sometimes the only 
learning approach.  
  ix 
 Secondly, workplace learning in majority of the companies in the past 20-30 years 
had evolved to become more structured and formal, even though two companies had 
employed multiple approaches.  
 Thirdly, different views and assumptions were elicited from the interviews. Some 
of the approaches described are beneficial to the development of workplace learning in 
companies, such as the sense of pride and ownership, while others - such as the event-
organizer syndrome, which is bureaucratic, emphasizes quantity over quality, and focuses 
on the lecture approach to training - are quite detrimental to workplace learning.  
 Lastly, the dominant organizational dynamics that were found to affect workplace 
learning in this study were organizational cultures, leadership, and reaction to external 
forces. 
 A few recommendations were given. HR staff and corporate leadership need to 
become result-driven to combat the event-organizer syndrome, and to constantly update 
themselves regarding basic and academically sound practices by educating themselves 
through self-study and formation of an association of training professionals. A 
quantitative research study with a more comprehensive sample is needed to give us a 
complementary view of workplace learning practices in Indonesia. Finally, a more in-
depth is encouraged to gain additional insights about workplace learning in Indonesia. 
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CHAPTER 1: FRAMING THE RESEARCH 
 
The Development of Workplace Learning in Indonesia 
Even though virtually all literatures on HRD and workplace learning emphasize 
how important workplace learning is for the survival and growth of companies, the 
evolution of theories and practices of workplace learning in Indonesia has just started, 
and they are evolving slowly. Hansen and Lee (2009) for example, lamented the scarcity 
of international HRD studies performed by native researchers in their own countries, 
including Indonesia. Similarly, Bucknall and Ohtaki (2005, p. 7) wrote that Asia's HRD 
practices have been "... vastly imported from the West." Moreover, in their book Hansen 
and Lee highlighted the fact that the results of international HRD studies tend to be 
biased by an American perspective. This fact is pertinent especially because most of the 
international HRD studies were conducted by non-native researchers, typically 
Americans who were by and large unfamiliar with the local settings being investigated.  
This situation presents a challenge for HRD practitioners in the Asian countries 
because what works in the western culture may not be effective in Asian (or other) 
cultures. Acknowledging this challenge, Marquardt, Berger, and Loan (2004, p. 43) wrote 
that HRD practitioners in developing countries are facing two choices: (a) the easy road 
of simply transposing a successful training program from one cultural setting to another, 
or (b) the difficult, time consuming road of "acculturizing" the program to fit the culture 
of the learners. Therefore Marquardt et al. suggested that HRD practitioners should study 
the local cultures thoroughly before applying HRD practices in a country. Similarly 
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Hansen and Lee (2009) suggested a more qualitative or naturalistic study to enrich the 
body of knowledge of international HRD with a more in-depth understanding of the local 
settings. 
The evidence that the development of HRD literatures in Indonesia is still in its 
infancy was demonstrated by how difficult it is to find studies of workplace learning that 
have taken place there. Searching for this topic in well-known journals of HRD and 
management (such as Harvard Business Review, Human Resource Development 
Quarterly, Human Resource Management, etc.), using keywords "learning", 
"companies/organization", and "Indonesia" yielded only a few hits. None of those 
references, upon further examination, are on the status of workplace learning in 
Indonesian companies. A few journal articles (e.g. Sutiyono, 2007; Deborah, McGovern 
and Budhwar, 2000, Bennington and Habir, 2003) mentioned in passing the development 
of workplace learning in Indonesia, as most of them were focusing on other topics. 
Further literature search in an on-line dissertation database found the same fact; most of 
the dissertation studies that took place in Indonesia are on a myriad of topics other than 
workplace learning.  
Bennington and Habir (2003) who studied the application of human resource 
management (HRM) in Indonesia made the same observation regarding the scarcity of 
studies on human resource issues in Indonesia: "Despite the major issues facing this 
country and the significant international concern about its future, reports on HRM are 
limited mostly to labor economics and macrolevel human resource development." 
Research studies on the status of workplace learning at the level of organizations are very 
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rare in Indonesia. This prompted Turner, Imbaruddin and Sutiyono (2009, p. 231) to call 
human resource issues "the forgotten dimension" in the country's rapid economic 
development. 
The slow development of HRD theories and the scarcity of literature focusing on 
this area are regrettable because workplace learning and training are very much needed in 
this developing country. Di Gropello, Kruse and Tandon's study (2011) brought this need 
to light when they conducted a survey study on the gap between skill needs and supply in 
Indonesia. Based on their study they concluded that there are two types of skill gaps in 
the country. The first type is the one between what the employers want their employees to 
perform and the level of skills at which the employees actually perform. Based on their 
surveys the researchers concluded that this first gap exists in Indonesia; the widest of it is 
in the areas of English and computer skills, followed by thinking and behavioral skills 
(teamwork, leadership, ability to work independently, etc.). The existence of this skill gap 
was further underlined by the recent warnings from two international organizations on 
two separate occasions as reported by Jakarta Globe (March 27, 2012). In the article, 
International Labor Organization (ILO) and Asian Development Bank (ADB) reportedly 
warned that there is "... a skills mismatch over the last decade as education struggled to 
keep up with shifting job market demands" in Indonesia. The conclusion of the article 
was an obvious one: closing this gap requires extensive efforts in upgrading education 
and training in the country. 
The second type of skill gap according to Di Gropello et al. (2011) is the gap 
between Indonesia and other countries in comparison with the educational achievements 
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of the schools in each country. Their study shows that Indonesia is consistently among 
the lowest in terms of the educational achievements in different subjects such as math and 
science. Similar evidence, albeit of a different kind, of the existence of this second gap 
came from another study by Deborah, McGovern, and Budhwar (2000, p. 319).  Instead 
of focusing on educational achievements, however, Deborah et al. were comparing 
development of human resource practices in three neighboring countries, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, and Singapore, in the context of South-east Asian growth triangle (IMS-GT) . 
This comparison table below (Table 1) was adapted from each country’s characteristics 
listed in their writing. 
Table 1. Comparison Chart 
Singapore Malaysia Indonesia 
- Capital 
- HRD skills 
- Skilled labour 
- Advanced technology 
- Access to world            
markets 
- Advanced physical 
infrastructure 
- Advanced commercial 
infrastructure 
- Land 
- Natural resources 
- Semi-skilled labour 
- Intermediate 
technology 
- Basic physical      
infrastructure 
- Basic commercial 
infrastructure 
- Unskilled labour 
- Basic technology 
- Natural resources 
- Undeveloped land 
 
Discussing in detail each country’s characteristics, Deborah et al. (pp. 326-327) 
concluded that compared to Singapore and Malaysia, Indonesia has the greatest need for 
workplace learning because of the greater percentage of unskilled labor. For Indonesia, 
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the task of upgrading the skills of the workforce through workplace learning and training 
is an urgent and vital one. Indeed, the Indonesian government declared that one of the 
national goals during REPELITA (the national economic development plan spanning five 
years) is to create enough additional productive employment to meet the net expansion of 
the labor force over the period, estimated at 12.6 million workers. In order to reach these 
targets REPELITA VI identifies a few major policies to be implemented, two of which 
are: (a) developing a favorable climate for employment expansion, efficiency and 
productivity improvements, with the emphasis on improving the quality of human 
resources; and (b) improving the quality of human resources through major training 
reforms. 
The existence of both skill gaps as described above provides further evidence that 
there is a great need for workplace learning in Indonesia. Additionally, observation and 
personal discussion with a few practitioners in the HRD and corporate training fields 
indeed show the increasing popularity of training programs, workshops, or seminars, 
especially in its big cities. Ten or fifteen years ago there were only a handful of 
companies in the country that offered well-designed training programs for their 
employees, while nowadays more and more companies are adopting some varieties of 
training programs in their companies. However, based on a personal discussion with two 
professors who teach university-level HRD courses, there is clearly a substantial variation 
in how companies apply training programs in terms of methods, topics, and their 
adherence to what in the US is considered to be a standard system of instructional design 
technology (the cycle of analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation of 
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training programs).  
Sutiyono (2007) conducted parallel case studies of the human resource 
management system in state-owned and private companies in Indonesia, and he 
discovered how different cultures in these companies resulted in different practices of 
workplace learning in their companies. According to Sutiyono, some companies in 
Indonesia do not base their learning practices on sound theories of workplace learning 
grounded in academic literatures, but instead are often pandering to trends and fads in 
popular books and articles which promise miraculous improvements and growth for these 
companies. Answering to these needs is a growing-in-numbers cadre of management and 
training gurus who offer their version of workplace learning theories. The effect is a 
chaotic development of different versions and forms of workplace learning which are 
unheard of in countries with more developed theories and practices such as the United 
States.  
The need for a qualitative research study on this topic becomes even more evident 
when we take into consideration the diverse educational backgrounds and experiences of 
the human resource development (HRD) practitioners in Indonesian companies (the 
preferred umbrella term of “HRD practitioners” in this study is meant to include chief 
learning officers, HR managers, training instructors, and other company officers 
responsible for designing and executing learning initiatives in the company). HRD 
practitioners are supposed to be the persons most responsible for managing learning 
practices in a company, who have the knowledge and skills of how to develop expertise 
among the employees. How they understand workplace learning and their policies on 
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workplace learning, therefore, is something very important and vital to the well-being of 
the companies.  
The vital role of HR practitioners in facilitating learning processes in the 
organization was affirmed by Ulrich (1997, p. 25). In his book Ulrich argues that in the 
face of today’s ever dynamic business environment, HR practitioners should adopt 
multiple roles. One of those roles is the role of change agent, which according to Ulrich 
means that HR practitioners have to be ready to manage transformation and change in the 
company and ensure that all employees have the capacity for change. What the HR 
practitioners believe and assume about learning and change therefore is very important in 
order for them to play this role of change agent adequately.  
The common assumption regarding HRD practitioners is that they have a 
relatively similar understanding of workplace learning because they share a relatively 
similar educational background in HRD programs in universities. There are two problems 
with this assumption. First of all, a sizeable proportion of HRD practitioners do not share 
the same academic backgrounds as a preparation for the job. Instead, they often come 
from diverse educational backgrounds such as economics, education, the social sciences, 
or even engineering.  In 2004, a survey by Lawler, III, et al. (2006, p. 16) of large and 
medium-sized companies in the United States revealed that 22.1 percent of the heads of 
human resource departments in those companies did not even come up through the ranks 
of human resource function in the organizations, and they do not have educational 
backgrounds in HRD. Secondly, even those practitioners who studied HRD-related 
programs in college do not necessarily share the same skills and understanding of 
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workplace learning. Ramlall and Sheppeck (2007, p. 10) analyzed the curriculum content 
of 127 HRD graduate programs in the US and concluded that a majority of the 
institutions still lag behind in providing a balanced education program for the students, 
and that their curricula are very diverse and often lacking in relevance to today’s business 
needs.  
Indonesia, whose development of HRD theories and practices are behind its US 
counterparts by so many years, has an even worse condition regarding the educational 
backgrounds of its HRD practitioners. Based on personal observation and discussion with 
two professors who teach university-level HRD courses, only a few colleges or 
universities in Indonesia are currently offering academic programs in HRD. This was 
further confirmed by Bennington and Habir (2003, p. 388) who wrote in their report 
regarding the status of human resource management (HRM) in Indonesia that, "only one 
university in Indonesia offers a degree in HRM and relatively few subjects are taught in 
this area." In their writing, Bennington and Habir then proceeded by stating that most 
HRD practitioners in Indonesian companies did not even graduate from this program. 
Instead, they came from such diverse educational backgrounds as psychology, education, 
law or engineering. Furthermore, unlike the United States Indonesia does not have an 
established, mature network of professional associations for HRD executives (such as 
ATD – Association for Talent Development) where they can improve their HR-related 
knowledge and skills.   
These four factors, namely the scarcity of academic literatures on the 
development of workplace learning, the existing skill gaps, the chaotic development of 
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learning practices in Indonesian companies, and the diverse academic backgrounds of HR 
practitioners in Indonesia, point to an indication of the need for a qualitative, descriptive 
study of the evolution of learning approaches in Indonesian companies, especially in 
regard to the politics and dynamics of the decision making behind those learning 
initiatives. Therefore, three variables will be dissected more closely in this study; the 
main variable is workplace learning, while the other two variables, HRD policies in the 
company and learning assumptions of the company's decision makers, are variables 
studied for their presumed influence on workplace learning. The next chapter will delve 
more deeply into these variables. 
Strategically for the companies themselves, studying workplace learning and its 
evolution will help them improve by gaining honest feedbacks about the strengths and 
weaknesses of their learning programs. Similar to how holding a mirror in front of 
someone's face would help that person see his or her face's blemishes, researching about 
how workplace learning is conducted in the subject companies would help them evaluate 
and improve their learning programs. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A cursory glance at the popular media (books and on-line websites) shows that 
the concept of learning is popular among HRD practitioners.  Googling the words 
“training" and "learning” generates around 39,900,000 hits; searching for the terms 
“work learning” on Amazon.com would produce a list of more than 48,000 books. Many 
articles, books, magazines and seminars have been devoted to this issue as well. T+D, a 
popular magazine for HRD practitioners is chockfull of quotations in every edition about 
workplace learning and how important learning is for companies who want to stay ahead 
of their competitors. As an example, the April 2012 edition of the magazine contains 
these quotes from various authors: 
“Recent research about organizations' human capital practices reveal that high 
performers have continued to invest in learning and employee development, even 
during tough economic times” (Pace, p. 22). 
“Learning and development is critical to an organization's overall success…” 
(Lykins, p. 28). 
“…We invested a lot of money in the learning materials... Learning would be the 
last thing that I would cut. In fact I think that's one thing we've never cut. We 
know we've got to take it to the next level” (Bingham and Galagan, interview with 
David C. Novak - CEO of the Yum Group, p. 40). 
 
A careful reader would not miss the essence of these quotations: learning is not 
only immensely important for an organization; it is vital to the survival and adaptation of 
the organization and therefore has to be encouraged and practiced on all levels. Or, 
according to Sostrin (2009, p. 42), "developing a discipline of continuous workplace 
learning and performance is not only the competitive advantage of the 21st century—it is 
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a matter of survival for individuals, teams, and organizations competing in the modern 
workplace". Many studies have shown that knowledge and learning are the main factors 
behind successful organization outcomes such as cost saving programs, improving 
earnings, more efficient customer handling, and better utilization of resources (Noubar et 
al., 2011, p. 852). This, in turn, requires continuous effort to provide employees with 
learning opportunities. Learning is now seen as something that every employee has to be 
involved with if the organization wants to survive. 
Consistent with the research goals and the background of this study, the rest of 
this chapter will examine more deeply the concept of workplace learning, and 
organizational policies and learning assumptions that presumably affect workplace 
learning.  
 
Workplace learning 
According to Rowden (2007), workplace learning refers to “learning that occurs 
during the activities and experiences of work.” Similarly, Fenwick (2001) defined 
workplace learning as “human change or growth that occurs primarily in activities and 
context of work.” Notice that both definitions are quite general and may include different 
activities at the level of individuals, groups, or organizations, including organizational 
learning.  Workplace learning therefore is a general term for any type of learning that 
occurs at the workplace 
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Workplace Learning and HRD 
In order to understand workplace learning better, it is important to put the term in 
the context of the whole spectrum of organizational efforts to develop corporate human 
resources. These efforts typically fall under the umbrella term of human resource 
development (HRD) according to most books on training and HRD (for example: Gilley, 
et al., 2002, Byars and Rue, 2008, p. 4, Swanson and Holton III, 2009, p. 5). However, 
how the two terms relate is not as straightforward as what the previous sentence suggests. 
Even though most books place workplace learning under HRD, some authors have 
proposed definitions that imply that HRD is learning. For example, as quoted in Swanson 
and Holton III (2009, p. 7), Gilley and England (1989) defines HRD as “organized 
learning activities arranged within an organization to improve performance and/or 
personal growth for the purpose of improving the job, the individual, and/or the 
organization”. 
Others may not agree with Gilley and England's definition, but one thing that 
virtually all experts agree upon is that one of the most central concepts in HRD is 
learning. Invariably all HRD definitions contain some conception of the learning process. 
Knowles, Holton, and Swanson (1998, p. 120), for example, defined HRD as “a process 
of developing and/or unleashing human expertise through organizational development 
and personnel training and development for the purpose of improving performance at the 
organizational, work process, and individual levels.” McLagan (1989, p. 52) offered this 
definition: “The integrated use of training and development, organizational development 
and career development to improve individual, group, and organizational effectiveness.” 
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Those definitions, like many others, may not use the word “learning” explicitly, but 
anyone who reads them carefully can easily see that the basic concept of learning is an 
important and irreplaceable part of these definitions. Indeed, Swanson (1998, p. 120) 
himself commented that “learning – knowledge and expertise – is a core component of 
HRD”.  Chalofsky (2007, p. 437), in a recent article, even went as far as declaring that 
learning is one of the three seminal foundations of HRD, the other two being people and 
organizations. He then continued by comparing the HRD foundation of learning, people 
and organizations with the seminal foundations of the accounting field - mathematics, 
economics, finance, and policy analysis - thus further underlining the importance of the 
concept of learning in HRD. Chalofsky also outlined the hierarchy of the field of HRD as 
depicted below (Figure 1); notice that the concept of learning, or more specifically 
workplace learning, holds a central position in all three boxes.  
 
 
Figure 1. The Hierarchy of the Field of HRD 
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The universality of workplace learning's centrality in all HRD literatures is 
interesting, especially if it is taken into account the fact that HRD is a young field with an 
interdisciplinary foundation (Chalofsky, 2007, p. 431) and there has never been a 
consensus on the composition of the disciplinary base of HRD (Kuchinke, 2002, p. 127). 
In addition, some authors have argued that HRD does not have clear boundaries or even a 
fixed definition that all experts and practitioners can agree upon (Hamlin and Stewart, 
2011, p. 200). As McGoldrick et al. (2001, p. 23) observed, the process of defining HRD 
by academics, researchers and practitioners is "... proving to be frustrating due to the lack 
of clear boundaries and parameters, elusive due to a lack of depth of empirical evidence 
for some conceptual aspects, and confusing due to confusion over the philosophy, 
purpose, location, and language of HRD".   
Illustrating this confusion and frustration, Swanson and Holton (2009, p. 6) listed 
sixteen different definitions of HRD in their book. Although invariably all these 
definitions contain some references to learning, it is not clear and even debatable what 
other components should be included under the HRD umbrella. Swanson and Holton 
themselves included organizational development (OD) as the second component of HRD 
after workplace learning/training. McLagan (1989) and Watkins (1989) included three 
components that belong to HRD: training and development, career development, and 
organizational development. Gilley et al. (2002) counted four components under HRD: 
individual development, performance management, career development, and organization 
development. This lack of agreement has been problematic for any attempts to arrive at a 
single conception that everybody agrees to be the functions that HRD practitioners should 
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perform in organizations. One's definition of HRD will determine what functions the 
HRD practitioners should perform in their organizations.   
However, in regard to workplace learning the ADDIE framework has emerged as 
the most common framework that HRD practitioners perform in their organizations. The 
ADDIE framework will be discussed in more detail later. In summary, it is fair to 
conclude that in spite of all the uncertainty and confusion, workplace learning still keeps 
its place as the one thing that serves as the central concept of HRD. 
 
Workplace Learning, HRD and HRM 
Another term (and another confusion) that is often associated with workplace 
learning and HRD is Human Resource Management (HRM). There are two competing 
paradigms regarding how HRM and HRD are related. The first paradigm views HRD as a 
subset of HRM. Most books on HRM hold this view, and some authors in the HRM circle 
(such as Noe et al., 2002, p. 6, Dessler, 2000, p. 7, and Byars and Rue, 2008, p. 4) did not 
even recognize the term "human resource development" and preferred the term "training 
and development" instead. In this paradigm HRD is viewed as one of the functions of 
HRM and therefore works under the HRM department. The table below (Table 2) gives a 
typical example of this paradigm, taken from Bryars and Rue (2008). 
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Table 2. Human Resource Management (HRM) functions 
Human Resource Planning, Recruitment, and Selection 
• Conducting job analyses to establish the specific requirements of individual jobs 
within the organization 
• Forecasting the human resource requirements the organization needs to achieve its 
objectives 
• Developing and implementing a plan to meet these requirements 
• Recruiting the human resources the organization requires to achieve its objectives 
• Selecting and hiring human resources to fill specific jobs within the organization 
Human Resource Development 
• Orienting and training employees 
• Designing and implementing management and organizational development 
programs 
• Building effective teams within the organizational structure 
• Designing systems for appraising the performance of individual employees 
• Assisting employees in developing career plans 
Compensation and benefits 
• Designing and implementing compensation and benefit systems for all employees 
• Ensuring that compensation and benefits are fair and consistent 
Safety and health 
• Designing and implementing programs to ensure employee health and safety 
• Providing assistance to employees with personal problems that influence their 
work performance 
Employee and Labor Relations 
• Serving as an intermediary between the organization and its union(s) 
• Designing discipline and grievance handling systems 
Human Resource Research 
• Providing a human resource information base 
• Designing and implementing employee communication systems 
 
The second paradigm, which is held by many authors in the HRD circle (such as 
McGoldrick and Stewart, 1996, Marquardt et al, 2004, p. 5) views HRD (which includes 
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workplace learning) not as a subset of HRM, but as a different but equal process 
employed by companies to develop their human resources. In this alternative conception 
of HRD, companies use HRD and HRM simultaneously to manage and develop their 
human resources. An example of how this paradigm views HRM and HRD can be seen in 
this diagram (Figure 2), taken from McGoldrick and Stewart, 1996): 
 
Figure 2. Comparing Human Resource Management and Human Resource 
Development 
 
 
Outlining different classification systems such as what was attempted above does 
not serve merely as an academic exercise, for it has practical implications on the research 
study. Different HRD classification systems represent different ways of thinking about 
learning and HRD. How workplace learning is organized in a company reveals how the 
leaders of the company think of workplace learning, and therefore it deserves further 
empirical observation. Is workplace learning organized under the HRD department? Is it 
under the personnel department? How many layers of bureaucracy does the HRD unit 
have to go through in order to reach the CEO? 
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when the Government of Malaysia began to include HRD strategies in the country’s development plans 
and policies in 1991 in the Second Outline Perspective Plan (OPP2) and the Sixth Malaysia Plan 
(6MP). One of the main thrusts of these plans is to become a fully industrialised nation with skilled and 
knowledge-based workforce by year 2020 (Malaysia, Government, 1991). Nevertheless, it could be 
argued that HRD could have started even before Malaysia’s independence, when workers migrated 
from India to work in the tin-ore mining fields and oil palm plantations.  
 
The Relationship of HRM and HRD 
Traditionally, some writers suggested that HRD is a component of HRM in which HRD 
supports the HRM function in employees’ training and development and the notion of training and 
development fitting in or integrated with HRM as in the ‘HRM’s wheel’ (Guest, 1987) as seen in 
Figure 1 below. All the four components of HRD, namely; training and development, performance 
appraisals and management, career planning and development as well as change management 
components was advocated as positioned under the ‘umbrella’ or function of HRM along with other 
components such as recruitment and selection, compensation and benefits, employee and industrial 
relations as well as safety & health. 
 
Figure 1: HRM’s Wheel  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Parallel pathways of HRM and HRD (Developed from McGoldrick & Stewart, 1996) 
 
Policy 
    Plans          Recruitment,        selection,     motivating,            rewards 
      HRM 
 
 
 
      HRD  
   Plans       Individual, career, and organization development, and performance  
Policy          management 
 
 
However, due to the role ambiguity and responsibilities of the HRM function, HRD has been 
repositioned to describe its function in supplementing HRM rather than supporting. Thus, a parallel 
pathway also known as the parallel nexus of HRM and HRD was introduced. McGoldrick & Stewart 
(1996) posited that HRM and HRD are parallel pathways of HRM and HRD because of their similarity 
and emphasis on the elements of corporate strategy. The parallel pathway as suggested by McGoldrick 
and Stewart (1996) is usefully understood by Figure 2. HRM has the function of recruitment, selection, 
Corporate 
strategy 
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Factors that make companies prioritize learning 
One of the revelations from reviewing the literatures on workplace learning is that 
some of the factors driving the companies to prioritize learning stay the same year after 
year. Dixon (1992, pp. 29 - 30) in the year of 1992 explained how three powerful forces 
have been working to intensify the emphasis organizations place on learning. Similarly, 
Ulrich, Von Glinow, and Jick just one year apart from Dixon (1993, pp. 54 - 55) 
discussed how three factors have intensified the need for learning for organizations: 
workforce competence, capacity for change, and competitiveness. Dixon and Ulrich, et 
al. may have used different terminologies in their writings, but in essence they were 
discussing the same factors that have shaped the internal and external environments of 
organizations and forced organizations to change, adapt and learn, should they still aspire 
to survive and grow. The first is the changing nature of work, where knowledge has 
become an important commodity. In this new nature of work, Dixon explained, creating 
and processing knowledge is the most important activity. These knowledge workers will 
find that continual learning is not only a prerequisite of employment, but is a major form 
of work. The second force increasing the organizational emphasis on learning is the 
competitive challenge posed by a global economy. In this global economy, the 
competitive advantage “lies with organizations that develop core competencies enabling 
them to create new products swiftly and thus adapt to rapidly changing opportunities. 
These core competencies represent the collective learning of the organization” (Dixon, 
1992, p. 30). The third force results from the increasing pace and unpredictable nature of 
the change experienced by organizations. Dixon noted that in order to survive, 
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organizations must increase their capacity to learn if they are to function successfully in 
an environment characterized by continual mergers, rapid technological change, massive 
societal change, globalization, and increasing competition. 
Notice that those three factors were proposed by Dixon and Ulrich et al. in the 
beginning of the 1990s. Amazingly, the same three factors were identified by Rothwell, 
Prescott and Taylor in 2008 in their book “Human Resource Transformation: 
Demonstrating strategic leadership in the face of future trends” (2008, p. 27) as three of 
the six trends exerting the most influence on business environment over the next ten 
years. The complete list of Rothwell’s six future trends is as follows:  
• Growing importance of knowledge capital 
• Increasing rate and magnitude of change 
• Increasing speed in market change 
• Increasing globalization 
• Changing technology 
• Continuing cost containment 
The fact that the same factors are still at play after their first identification almost 
20 years ago shows how important it is for companies to learn in order to stay ahead of 
all the ever-changing trends in business environment. Further validation comes from a 
study conducted by a research team at Royal Dutch/Shell Group. Their study explored the 
question of why some companies survive for centuries, while many others pass away in 
just a few years. Arie De Geus, a retired Shell executive wrote about the team’s findings 
and described what he called living companies – organizations that have beaten the high 
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mortality rate of the average corporations. Among the findings, this team found that these 
so-called living companies encourage growth and renewal in their business strategies and 
cultures, and continually search for new ideas. They also found that the managers in these 
companies have a focus on developing people and creating opportunities for employees 
to learn from one another (De Geus, 1997, pp. 53–55). These findings are again 
confirming that learning is vital and important for the survival and long-term growth of 
companies. 
This new emphasis on workplace learning places companies under heavy pressure 
to maintain the workplace as a place appropriate for the development of expertise. The 
question of how learning takes place in the company, how expertise is developed, what 
learning methods are used, and what kind of learning climate is established is now a 
significant question for companies.  
 
Formal and Informal Learning 
Another helpful classification was offered by Watkins and Marsick (1992) to 
further understand workplace learning. According to Watkins and Marsick, there are two 
different forms of workplace learning, formal learning and informal learning. Formal 
learning is comprised of discrete planned events (experiences) used to instruct people 
how to perform specific defined jobs. It is typically institutionally sponsored and highly 
structured. The primary example of formal learning is obviously classroom learning. 
Informal learning, a category that includes incidental learning, may also occur at 
institutions. However, it is not typically classroom-based or highly structured, and control 
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of learning is in the hands of the learner, not the organization. In their follow-up article 
(2001, p. 25), Watkins and Marsick mentioned self-directed learning, networking, 
coaching, mentoring, and performance planning that includes opportunity to review 
learning needs. Incidental learning is defined as a byproduct of some other activity, such 
as task accomplishment, interpersonal interaction, sensing the organizational culture, 
trial-and-error experimentation, or even formal learning. 
Watkins and Marsick wrote their book almost twenty years ago (1992), but the 
idea that workplace learning can be differentiated into formal and informal learning was 
echoed in a recently published book titled, "Next Learning, Unwrapped" (Van Dam, 
2012). The title itself suggested that the author believes that the idea of formal and 
informal learning will carry on to be the framework of workplace learning in the future, 
even though Watkins and Marsick suggested them twenty years ago! Van Dam then 
outlined his framework for the future of workplace learning (Table 3): 
Table 3. Framework for Workplace Learning 
FORMAL LEARNING  
Planned learning 
10%
 Planned 
learning 
• Physical classroom 
• Virtual classroom and 
webinars 
• Self-paced web-based 
training 
• Online assessments 
   
INFORMAL LEARNING   
Social Learning  
 90%
 Spontaneous 
learning on the job 
• Social networking and expert 
directions 
• Microsharing and tweet chats 
• Gaming and simulations 
• Online communities 
• Interactive video 
• Co-create with wikis 
• Innovation and 
crowdsourcing 
• Content and feedback on 
blogs 
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On-demand Learning  
• Podcasts and e-books 
• Job aids and EPSS 
• Learning apps 
• Learning videos 
• E-courses and recorded 
webinars 
Career Learning  
• Career moves and assignments 
• Special projects 
• Feedback 
• Coaching and mentoring 
 
The table above by Van Dam is consistent with Watkins and Marsick's conception 
of workplace learning as consisting of formal and informal learning. The stark difference, 
however, is how Van Dam envisioned technology as a difference maker in the future of 
workplace learning, as most of the learning methods in his framework depends heavily on 
technology. 
Based on Watkins and Marsick's and Van Dam's works it is critical that the data 
gathered in this research include observation of how formal, informal, and incidental 
learning is used in the companies in Indonesia at the present time, and how far 
technology-based learning methods are employed by Indonesian companies. 
 
Organizational Learning 
Another important, newer paradigm in workplace learning is the concept of 
organizational learning. This paradigm shifts the learning subject from the individual 
level to all levels in the organization, including and most importantly the 
systems/organization level. DiBella and Nevis (1998, p. 6) explained that  
Though … organizations are composed of individual employees, they are 
structured into connected parts, such as departments of marketing, accounting, 
production, R & D, and the like, that interact as a collection or systems of parts to 
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produce a shared, identifiable outcome… So on one level there are individual 
employees, and on another there are employee groups, departments, and 
functions. A company, firm, or institution also operates at a third level: a systems 
level that encompasses all the parts that form the whole. Yet no organizational 
system exists independent of its parts, so when we talk about an organization we 
ascribe to it characteristics, such as learning, that can only be observed through 
the actions of the parts. 
 
Within this conceptual framework learning at the individual level is a prerequisite 
to organizational learning, but it is not enough. Even when all members in an 
organization engage in some learning activities, that organization is not practicing 
organizational learning until learning is applied at the systemic level. In other words, 
simply summing individual learning is inadequate to model organizational learning. The 
following definition of learning organization outlines the essential difference between the 
two: A learning organization is an organization skilled at creating, acquiring, interpreting, 
transferring, and retaining knowledge, and at purposefully modifying its behavior to 
reflect new knowledge and insights (Garvin, 2000, p 11). Thus, the key aspect of 
organizational learning is not simply having individuals learning together, but rather 
constructing an organizational system and culture that are adept at learning from the 
organization’s environment and constituents, and changing the organization’s behaviors 
according to what it has learned. Moreover, it is important to stress that the learning 
organization does not rely on passive processes in the hope that organizational learning 
will take place through serendipity or as a by-product of normal work. A learning 
organization actively promotes, facilitates, and rewards collective learning. 
To understand better, the following is a summary of essential criteria of 
organizational learning: 
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• The organization has a defined learning agenda (Garvin, 2000, p. 13). 
Organizations that practice organizational learning have a clear picture of their 
future knowledge requirements. They know what they need to know, whether the 
subject is customers, competitors, markets, technologies or others, and are 
actively pursuing the desired information. Learning is not left to a random 
process, but designed and pursued diligently throughout the whole organization. 
• New skills, attitudes, values, and behaviors are created or acquired over time 
(Garvin, 2000, p. 11, and DiBella and Nevis, 2000, p. 25). Learning means the 
conversion of individual experiences with customers, mishaps, and breakthroughs 
into new skills, attitudes, values, behaviors, or products; therefore, continually 
doing the same thing in the same way in the same frame of mind does not 
represent learning.  
• What is learned is shared and becomes the property of some collective unit, and 
remains within the organization even if individuals leave (Garvin, 2000, p. 14 and 
DiBella and Nevis, 2000, p. 26). Organizational learning is not about how 
individuals, as individuals, learn in an organization, but about how individuals 
and work groups working with others learn from one another’s experience. Once 
the knowledge is shared and institutionalized, the knowledge will not totally be 
lost when some key individuals leave the organization. 
• The organization is open to discordant information (Garvin, 2000, p. 13). To 
apply organizational learning, an organization has to cultivate a culture where 
different opinions are respected and heard, and bad news is perceived as an 
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opportunity for improvement and for learning. An organizational culture that is 
hostile to unexpected or bad news is not an ideal place for learning, either. 
• The organization avoids repeated mistakes (Garvin, 2000, p. 14, and DiBella and 
Nevis, 2000, p. 27). Organizations that apply organizational learning reflect on 
their past experience, distill it into useful lessons, share the knowledge internally, 
and ensure that errors are not repeated elsewhere inside the organizations. 
 
Again, all these theories on organizational learning bear important consequences 
on this proposed research study. What kind of workplace learning exists in Indonesian 
companies? Is there a defined and clear learning agenda? Are they open to discordant 
information or do they have a "shoot the messenger" mentality when it comes to bad 
news? These and other questions are important to explore in the data gathering process.    
 
ADDIE Framework 
In regard to workplace learning, one of the standard practices in HRD is the cycle 
of ADDIE (Analyze, Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate). Swanson and Holton 
(2009) even called this process "a core training and development practice" (p. 271) and 
that "T&D professionals within HRD almost universally talk about their work in terms of 
the ADDIE process" (p. 233). In this sense, the ADDIE framework has come to highlight 
the primary functions of HRD practitioners in regard to workplace learning, which means 
that ADDIE framework is the de facto description of what HRD practitioners do when 
they manage workplace learning in their companies. Obviously as has been discussed 
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before there are more functions/tasks in HRD/HRM outside of workplace learning, which 
will not be discussed in this study.  
In addition, according to Mayfield (2011, p. 19) the ADDIE process has become 
an extremely popular framework for training-program creation, and "despite its relatively 
recent emergence among learning models, ADDIE is being used by many instructors, 
trainers, universities, and even the American Society for Training and Development". 
The ADDIE framework is so popular that there are more than 100 variations of the 
model, although almost all of them reflect the generic "ADDIE" process (Allen, 2006, p. 
430).  
ADDIE itself is a systematic instructional design model consisting of the five 
phases identified previously.  The diagram of the ADDIE process and its description 
below were summarized from the writings of Allen (2006, p. 436) and Mayfield (2011, p. 
19): 
Analysis phase. In this stage the HR practitioners analyze the job performance 
requirements and develop a task list. They then analyze the job tasks and compare them 
with the skills, knowledge, and abilities of the learners. The result is a description in the 
gaps of the skill, knowledge and abilities of the learners, which will then be used to 
generate specific learning goals for the training programs. 
Design phase. In the design phase, the HRD practitioners develop a detailed plan of 
instruction that includes selecting the instructional methods and media and determining 
the instructional strategies.  This is the phase where instructional objectives are 
developed and instructional methods are selected. 
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Development phase. In the development phase, the lesson materials are developed. 
Videotapes, slides, interactive courseware and different learning tools are developed 
according to the plan of instruction. This is also the phase where the implementation plan 
is reviewed, tried out and revised before the actual implementation. 
Implementation phase. This is the phase where the actual learning program is conducted. 
Learning materials are given to the learners and the learning module is utilized for its 
intended purpose. The designers at this phase should take note of any discrepancies 
between planned and actual learning programs and any insights that they observe during 
the learning sessions.   
Evaluation phase. In this final phase the HRD practitioners assess learning goal 
achievement, learning efficiency, and any technical or conceptual problems that hinder 
learning.  
In the beginning these five phases were viewed as a linear process, moving in one 
direction from the analysis phase to the evaluation phase. However, the latest evolution 
of the framework views the process as not only circular, but also flexible enough to allow 
the designers to move back and forth between those phases. The evaluation phase, which 
originally was tagged at the very end of the process, is now seen as a continuous process 
beginning during the analysis phase and continuing throughout the lifecycle of the 
instructional system. This latest conception of the ADDIE framework can be seen in 
Figure 3 below (Allen, 2006). 
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Figure 3. The ADDIE Framework 
 
Do Indonesian HRD practitioners follow the same framework in designing their 
learning programs? Do they follow other frameworks? Or do they just haphazardly apply 
whatever learning programs they deem popular? These are some of the related questions 
that will be explored in the data-gathering process. 
 
Role of Learning in Organizational effectiveness 
To summarize previous discussion, the concept of workplace learning serves as an 
umbrella concept that incorporates all different aspects of learning in the context of an 
organization. In order to achieve organizational effectiveness it is very important that 
organizations understand which elements of workplace learning that it should harness. 
Indeed, the best companies know when to apply informal learning, when to use formal 
learning, how to use the ADDIE framework, etc. When an organization has effective 
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The revised model graphically illustrates that (a) evaluation is the “center-
piece” of the ADDIE process; (b) ADDIE is a continuous process with the
flexibility to enter and reenter the various phases, as necessary, to develop,
update, or revise instruction; (c) all ADDIE activities take place within and are
dependent on the system functions; (d) teamwork is required between person-
nel performing system functions and those designing, developing, and imple-
menting instructional systems; (e) all ADDIE activities and system functions
focus on continuous quality improvements of the overall system (vs. the for-
mative evaluation of the steps within the phases).
The entire ADDIE process takes place within the sphere of quality
improvement. QI is the continuous, organized creation of beneficial change to
the system. The objective of QI is to foster continuous improvement in the
products and processes. The process relationships between QI and ADDIE are
high ighted in the following aragraphs.
ADDIE depends on mission and job analysis for the necessary data to
design, develop, and implement instruction. All instruction should be based
directly on mission or job requirements. The quality checks in the analysis
process help eliminate instruction that is unrelated to the job. Job analysis uses
data from many sources, including mission statements found in regulations or
locally developed statements. Analysts or curriculum developers also make
use of management engin ering reports, occupational survey data, nd direct
observation to determine the actual job requirements.
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FIGURE 3: ADDIE Model: Phases, System Functions, and Quality Improvement
Source: Departme t of the Air Force (2001, p. 18).
Note: ADDIE = analyze, design, develop, implement, and evaluate.
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workplace learning programs in place, it can develop employees' competencies more 
effectively. These competencies are what drive the companies to reach its goals. 
 
HRD policies 
In general a policy is "a deliberate plan or course of action to guide decisions for 
achieving certain rational outcomes." (Nelson, 1996, p.34). But in the context of human 
resource development in a company, according to Giley et al. (2002), policies are 
“…broad statements of desired actions intended to ensure coordination within the HRD 
function or between HRD and other departments”. HRD policy and planning take place at 
an overall system level to address system level visionary and strategic issues and ensures 
implementation at the operational level. Therefore, it is important for HRD practitioners 
to conduct human resource policy and planning, because in the end it determines how the 
organization will perform all the human resource functions. In this case, another concept 
closely related to policy is strategy. Swanson and Holton III (2009, p. 406) asserted that 
policies have critical influence on strategies in an organization. Policies provide system 
support and background for strategies. Although in some cases the end outcome of a 
strategy may create new policies, or revise the existing ones, most of the time policies 
drive the organization's strategies.  
Another function of policies is as a vehicle of communication. HR policies allow 
an organization to be forthcoming and clear with employees on the nature of the 
organization, what the organization expects from them, what they can expect from the 
organization, and what are the acceptable and unacceptable behaviors in the organization.   
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The formulation of HRD-related policies may appear to be chaotic on the surface 
because there are so many affecting factors to be considered. However, according to 
Gilley et al. there are seven components of a comprehensive HRD policy: 
• Statements of purpose 
• Goals and objectives to be achieved 
• Operational philosophy that guides practice 
• General operational practices (for example, scheduling evaluations) 
• Facilities utilization policies 
• Budgeting methods or philosophy 
• Record-keeping procedures 
Those seven areas will be looked at in this research study. However, the HRD policies 
that will be examined closely will be limited to those that regulate all learning activities 
in the company and will exclude other policies that are more administrative or those that 
deal with inter-departmental functions.  
 
Learning assumptions 
In this study learning assumptions can be simply defined as HRD practitioners' 
beliefs and theories regarding workplace learning. Those who believe that learning is 
simply a matter of repetition and drill, for example, will not be interested in using 
discussion as a method of learning at the workplace. Those who believe that learning 
only takes place in a formal school-like setting will create formal training classes and 
courses in the company, and will not invest in mentorship programs. In this case the 
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learning assumption is to learning as what Peter Drucker called “theory of the business” 
is to management. Drucker observed that all companies have an implicit “theory of the 
business”, which includes “… the assumptions that shape any organization's behavior, 
dictate its decisions about what to do and what not to do, and define what the 
organization considers meaningful results” (Drucker, 1994, p. 95).  On Drucker’s “theory 
of the business”, Garvin (2000, p. 25) commented: 
These theories provide consistent, cohesive frameworks for interpreting events 
and guiding behavior. Unfortunately, they also have a critical weakness: they 
eventually become obsolete. The theory on which a business was built does not 
always accord with current realities; when the two diverge, problems are 
inevitable. … Interpretative frameworks thus present two challenges for 
managers. First… they must be tested and updated continually. …Second, 
managers must recognize that their frameworks are invariably sketchy and 
incomplete.   
Similarly, Argyris (1991, p.7) observed that everybody has a set of assumptions 
that guide how they behave in their daily life, which Argyris called “theory-in-use”. 
Argyris contrasted this “theory-in-use” with “espoused theory”, which is what the 
individuals claim to be the guidelines of their behaviors. Argyris then discussed how 
one’s theory-in-use is often not the espoused theory, because the theory-in-use is intrinsic 
and has a tacit component. 
Drawing the parallel here to Drucker’s “theory of the business” and Argyris’s 
“theory-in-use”, we can also say that all HRD practitioners have an intrinsic “theory of 
learning”. And just like Drucker’s theory of the business, this intrinsic theory of learning 
serves as the basis for the practice of learning in the organization), or in some cases, as a 
barrier to effective workplace learning (Sostrin, 2009, p. 44).  It is, therefore, very 
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important to examine in more detail how HRD practitioners from a variety of disciplinary 
backgrounds see and understand the core concept of workplace learning. It is a topic that 
so far has remained largely unexplored, as earlier research on views of learning has 
focused mainly on students participating in formal education (e.g. Marton, 1994; 
Boulton-Lewis et al, 2000).  There are two previous studies by Watkins (1990) and 
Slotte, Tynjala and Hytonen (2004) that also discussed how human resource practitioners 
view the learning or training process. However, Watkins’ study focused more on the tacit 
and more personal assumptions of the HR practitioners, while the study by Slotte, et al., 
was more specifically in the context of organizational learning theories instead of 
workplace learning in general. 
Understanding how individuals perceive and make sense of the world lies at the 
core of understanding how HR practitioners view work-place learning. Theories of 
human perception abound in the literature, but in this literature review I limit the 
discussion to those theories that specifically discuss human perception in the context of 
work and organization. Many experts in organizational learning and human resource 
development, notable among them Dixon (1994, pp. 10-34), Shrivastava and Mitroff 
(1987, pp. 90-107), Starbuck and Milliken (in Hambrick, ed., 1988, pp. 35 – 65), and 
Senge (1990, pp. 174-204), contributed to the discussion of how a set of assumptions 
directs and influences human resource practitioners’ perception of an object. They 
employed different names in referring to this set of assumptions; Dixon, Shrivastava and 
Mitroff, Starbuck and Milliken, and Senge called them meaning structures, organizational 
frames of reference, perceptual filters, and mental models, respectively. However, it is 
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clear that they were referring to the same psychological construct, namely, how a set of 
assumptions affects our perception of an object. Our discussion in the next paragraph will 
borrow heavily from Dixon’s concept of meaning structures. 
Dixon (1994, p. 14) defined meaning structures as “ways we organize data in 
order to make sense of it”, then proceeded by explaining that developing meaning 
structures is a function of seeing relationships in data, such as what is larger or smaller, 
what belongs to the same category, or what cause produces what effect. The development 
of meaning structures is shaped by intentional and unintentional processes. We create 
meaning structures intentionally when we are purposively trying to understand or learn 
something. Dixon called this intentional meaning-structure making process 
“comprehension activity”. In the case of HR practitioners’ learning assumptions, the 
relevant meaning structures regarding workplace learning are created when they study 
different theories of workplace learning. It is therefore important to identify those 
theories in order to understand the HR practitioners’ learning assumptions, which I will 
attempt to do in the next section.  
We also create meaning unintentionally through what Dixon called “tacit 
comprehension”. Children, for example, learn patterns of words and syntax through tacit 
comprehension; they may be aware that they are able to communicate, but they are not 
aware of the syntax patterns and grammar rules that they are using in communication. 
And similarly, adults also learn tacitly from the culture in which they live. Our 
conceptions of abstract ideas such as beauty, justice, love, and freedom are learned 
through tacit comprehension by exposure of the ideas in our culture. It is worth noting 
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here that learning (including workplace learning) falls under this category of abstract 
ideas. In other words, all the learning assumptions that are held by HR practitioners 
(which will be discussed in more detail in the next section) also have their semi-tacit 
components.  
This conception that meaning structures have their explicit and tacit components 
is supported by Nonaka (1994, p. 16) who theorized that there are two types of 
knowledge, tacit and explicit. According to Nonaka, explicit or codified knowledge refers 
to knowledge that is transmittable in formal, systematic language, while tacit knowledge 
has a personal quality, which is deeply rooted in action, commitment, and involvement in 
a specific context, thus making it hard to formalize and communicate. 
Because of the tacit nature of some of the knowledge and assumptions that the 
HRD practitioners have about learning and how important it is to understand the subjects 
personal perspective regarding learning in their organizations, it is very important that in 
this research study in-depth interviews of a qualitative nature be employed as the chosen 
research method.  
 
Organizational Culture and Learning 
 Organizational culture is a concept that has gained increasing levels of attention 
from many management theorists, consultants, and practitioners in the past thirty years 
(Sackmann, 2011, p. 188). Many of them propose that strong and stable organizational 
cultures are an important predictor of organizational success. Some authors, such as 
Cameron and Quinn (2011, p. 5) even went further by insinuating that the primary reason 
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behind successes of various corporations in the US lies in their organizational cultures. In 
their popular book they stated that "the major distinguishing feature in these companies - 
their most important competitive advantage, the most powerful factor they all highlight as 
a key ingredient in their success - is their organizational culture."  
 Due to our natural yearn for quick fixes, it is indeed tempting to over-emphasize 
the role of cultures and to regard cultures as the "be all end all" explanation in all 
companies' success stories. Alvesson (2002, p. 2) observed this temptation very well 
when he issued his warning against preaching organizational culture as the principle 
means to corporate effectiveness, growth and success. He explained that due to the 
multiple-causal nature of organizational variables it is difficult to establish clear and 
causal links between culture and any variable, let alone something as complex and multi-
faceted as an organization's effectiveness and success. Schein, who` is widely considered 
as an expert in organizational cultures, added (2011, p. xiii) that another reason why we 
should be careful of using cultures as an explanation of organizational successes was that 
evidently there is still confusion about how to conceptualize the term. Hence, what one 
author calls organizational culture in one success story may not be what other authors 
have in mind when they write about organizational cultures. In a comment that is perhaps 
worth our pondering, Schein himself (2011, p. xiii) stated that he found himself 
increasingly avoiding the word culture altogether in his own research and practice, a 
paradoxical statement in light of his reputation as a "culture expert". 
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Organizational culture: defining the term 
  Ashkanasy et al. (2011, p. 13) seemed to be in agreement with Schein when they 
commented that the term "organizational culture" has taken diverse meanings and it has 
no fixed or broadly agreed meaning, especially in the literature on organizational culture. 
Similarly Alvesson (2011, p. 13) observed that there is enormous variation in the 
definition of this term.  He then followed the observation by quoting Martin et al.'s 
classification of the various definitions of organizational culture that divided them into 
three broad categories, while stressing at the same time that boundaries are vague in this 
area, so strict distinctions and categorical claims are difficult to make. 
 The first category is the integration perspective. The definitions that belong to this 
category are those that emphasize culture as unitary and unique at the organizational 
level, believing that organizations can have distinct and broadly shared cultures and that 
top management is the central architects behind this. It is often closely linked to an 
idealistic notion of culture in the sense that a set of overall meanings, ideas and values 
communicated by senior management will lead to a strong sense of direction. The second 
category is the differentiation view that emphasizes the variation within organizations 
associated with positions, background, and interaction patterns. Rather than stressing the 
uniformity of one major culture in organizations, the theories that belong to this second 
perspective tend to pay attention to how various cultures with different and sometimes 
conflicting views dominate organizational reality. Sometimes the expression subculture is 
used to describe these different cultures. The third category is the fragmentation view, 
which disputes any kind of distinct, stable patterns in organizations. The proponents of 
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this view believe that the essence of any organizational culture is pervasive ambiguity, 
there are multiple interpretations within a culture, contradiction and confusion are 
common, and any broader cultural pattern is temporal and issue-specific. 
 Martin et al.'s attempt at categorizing different culture theories is certainly not the 
only one. Cameron and Quinn (2011, p. 18), for example, offered theirs by dividing all 
organizational culture theories into two schools of thought: sociological theories, which 
view cultures as something that organizations have, and anthropological theories, which 
view cultures as something that organizations are. Unfortunately Cameron and Quinn did 
not elaborate further on their classification. Alvesson (2002, p.31) offered another way of 
structuring the field by looking at the metaphors or images that different authors have 
used when describing organizational cultures. The eight metaphors for organizational 
cultures that he found in the literature are: 
• Exchange-regulator. Culture is seen here as a control mechanism that handles 
complex exchange relations, regulates long-term rewards and informal contracts. 
• Compass. In this metaphor culture gives directions to the organizations; the 
"wrong" culture is like bad compass, while the "right" culture points to the right 
direction.  
• Social glues. Culture in this metaphor functions as the glue that binds together all 
members and helps them lessen conflicts, tension and other miseries. 
• Sacred cow. Basic values and assumptions become something "sacred" in this 
metaphor and the core of the organizations. 
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• Affect-regulator. In this metaphor culture becomes "a control device" to inform, 
guide, and discipline the emotions of the organizational members. 
• Disorder. While most authors liken culture as the light that gives clarity in a dark 
jungle, those who espouse this metaphor see culture as the jungle itself. The 
metaphor of disorder here marks the non-systematic, fluid, and non-contradictory 
character of cultural manifestations in organizations. 
• Blinders.  This metaphor views culture as being rooted in the unconscious, and 
therefore it generates taken-for-granted ideas that act as blinders, preventing 
members of the organization to see objectively. 
• World-closure. Similar to the "blinders" metaphor, culture in this metaphor 
prevents people from understanding social reality. However, this metaphor 
stresses sociological rather than psychological elements as the cause leading to 
blind spots. In this metaphor cultural ideas create a fixed, predictable world that 
makes people unable to critically explore existing social constructions. 
  
 Among all these theories, one of the better known definitions of organizational 
culture comes from Edgar Schein, which defines organizational culture as (2010, p. 18) 
“... a pattern of shared basic assumptions learned by a group as it solved problems of 
external adaptation and internal integration, which has worked well enough to be 
considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to 
perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.” In this definition Schein 
emphasized uniformity by defining culture as a set of common assumptions shared within 
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a group. However, he immediately followed the definition by opening the possibility that 
a group may split into subgroups that develop their own subcultures, thus maintaining 
some consistency with Martin's earlier notion about fragmented culture.   
 Schein further defined culture as existing at several levels (Schein, 2009, p. 21), 
from the very visible to the very tacit and invisible. He further explained each level as 
follows: 
• Level One: Artifacts. Artifacts are the most tangible and visible aspect of cultures, 
and according to Schein (2010, p. 23) "includes all the phenomena that you would 
see, hear, and feel when you encounter a new group with an unfamiliar culture." 
Examples of artifacts are the architecture of the organization's physical 
environment, its language, its technology and products, its artistic creations, 
clothing, manner of address, myths and stories told about the organization, its 
rituals and ceremonies. 
• Level Two: Espoused Beliefs and Values. The second level of organizational 
cultures is the organization's espoused beliefs and values. These are the 
organization's shared ideals and values as stated by the members when they 
present themselves to others. It is often expressed in the organization's official 
philosophies or mission statement, such as, "we believe in teamwork", or "we are 
family". 
• Level Three: Basic underlying assumptions. The third level is the deepest of them 
all and it consists of the organizations' unconscious, taken-for-granted 
assumptions that actually guide the behaviors of the members. These assumptions 
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are often very much taken for granted, non-confrontable and non-debatable, and 
hence are extremely difficult to change. 
 
 Because of the multiple-level nature of organizational culture, and because some 
aspects of the culture are tacit and unconscious or semi-conscious, Schein (2009, p. 101) 
gave these advises to those who want to assess organizational cultures: 
• Culture can be assessed by means of the individual and group interview process, 
with group interviews being by far the better methods in terms of both validity 
and efficiency. 
• Culture cannot be assessed by means of surveys or questionnaires because one 
does not know what to ask, cannot judge the reliability and validity of the 
responses, and may not want to influence the organization in unknown ways 
through the survey itself. 
• Survey responses can be viewed as cultural artifacts and as reflections of the 
organization's climates, but they are not a reliable indicator of the deeper shared 
tacit assumptions that are operating. 
• In any cultural assessment process, one should be sensitive to the presence of 
subcultures and prepared to do separate assessments of them to determine their 
relevance to what the organization is trying to do. 
• Culture can be described and assessed at the levels of artifacts, espoused values, 
and shared tacit assumptions. The importance of getting to the assumption level 
derives from the insight that, unless you understand the shared tacit assumptions, 
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you cannot explain the discrepancies that almost always surface between 
espoused values and observed behavioral artifacts. 
 
Learning Culture 
 How various developments in globalization, technology, economy and business 
have forced organizations and their leaders to become perpetual learners has been 
discussed in chapter 1. Schein (2010, p. 365) wrote that posing the issue of perpetual 
learning in the context of cultural analysis presents us with a paradox. Culture is often 
viewed as a stabilizer, a conservative force, and a way of making things predictable, and 
many management consultants suggested that a "strong culture" is needed to build 
successful companies. Strong culture is, by definition, hard to change and thus not 
flexible, while learning implies flexibility and change. Schein's next questions then 
become a logical follow-up to this contrast. If indeed the world has become more 
turbulent, requiring more flexibility and learning, does this imply that strong cultures are 
a liability? Is it possible to create a culture that is learning oriented, adaptive, and flexible 
to cope with the turbulence of business environments, the so-called "learning culture"? 
 Schein (2010, p. 366) answered his own questions by proposing 10 characteristics 
of a learning culture. Consistent with his background as an expert in the field of 
organizational culture, one may notice that all the items on Schein's list (Table 4) are 
assumptions or beliefs that organizational members may have: 
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Table 4. Schein’s List of Assumptions and their Definitions 
Assumptions/beliefs Definitions 
Proactivity Learning is difficult to develop under fatalistic 
assumptions, a learning culture must assume that the 
appropriate way for humans to behave is to be a 
proactive problem solver 
Commitment to learning to 
learn 
Members must hold the shared assumption that learning 
is a good thing worth investing in and that learning to 
learn is a skill to be mastered  
Positive assumptions about 
human nature (Theory Y) 
Learning leaders must have faith in people and that 
human nature is basically good and, in any case, 
malleable 
Beliefs that the environment 
can be managed 
Embedded in a learning culture is the assumption that the 
environment is to some degree manageable 
Commitment to truth 
through pragmatism and 
inquiry 
A learning culture must contain the shared assumptions 
that solutions to problems derive from a deep belief in 
inquiry and a pragmatic search for "truth" 
Positive orientation toward 
the future 
Learning leaders must always be looking forward into 
the future and think far enough ahead to be able to asses 
the systemic consequences of different course of action 
Commitment to full and 
open task-relevant 
communication 
A learning culture must be built on the assumption that 
communication and information are central to 
organizational well-being and must therefore create a 
multichannel communication system that allows 
everyone to connect to everyone else. 
Commitment to cultural 
diversity 
As the environment becomes more turbulent, the 
organizations with more diverse cultural resources will 
be better able to cope with uncertainties. Therefore, 
learning leaders should stimulate diversity and 
promulgate the assumption that diversity is desirable at 
the individual and subgroup levels. 
Commitment to systemic 
thinking 
Learning leaders must believe that the world is 
intrinsically complex, non-linear, interconnected and 
"overdetermined" in the sense that most things are 
multiply cause. Systemic thinkingSimple linear causal 
logic must be abandoned in favor or systemic thinking. 
Belief that cultural analysis 
is a valid set of senses for 
understanding and 
improving the world 
In a learning culture, leaders and members must believe 
that analyzing and reflecting on their culture is a 
necessary part of the learning process. 
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 Marsick and Watkins (2003, p. 139) also proposed seven dimensions of a learning 
culture (Table 5). It is interesting to notice that they postulated all these dimensions in 
behavioral terms (verbs) in contrast with Schein's list.  
Table 5. Seven Dimensions of Learning Culture 
Dimensions Definitions 
Create continuous 
learning opportunities 
 
Learning is designed into work so that people can learn on 
the job; opportunities are provided for ongoing education 
and growth. 
Promote inquiry and 
dialogue 
 
People gain productive reasoning skills to express their 
views and the capacity to listen and inquire into the views 
of others; the culture is changed to support questioning, 
feedback, and experimentation. 
Encourage collaboration 
and team learning 
 
Work is designed to use groups to access different modes 
of thinking; groups are expected to learn together and 
work together; collaboration is valued by the culture and 
rewarded. 
Create systems to capture 
and share learning 
 
Both high- and low-technology systems to share learning 
are created and integrated with work; access is provided; 
systems are maintained. 
Empower people toward a 
collective vision 
 
People are involved in setting, owning, and implementing 
a joint vision; responsibility is distributed close to 
decision making so that people are motivated to learn 
toward what they are held accountable to do. 
Connect the organization 
to its environment 
 
People are helped to see the effect of their work on the 
entire enterprise; people scan the environment and use 
information to adjust work practices; the organization is 
linked to its communities. 
Provide strategic 
leadership for learning 
 
Leaders model, champion, and support learning; 
leadership uses learning strategically for business results. 
 
 
 While Schein's list is different from the one by Marsick and Watkins, both 
actually complement each other in giving us a more complete picture of what a learning 
culture should be like. Marsick and Watkins list provides us with what behaviors or 
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conditions should be expected to see in a learning culture, while Schein's list gives us a 
list of assumptions or beliefs behind those behaviors. Combined together, these two lists 
provide starting points for the interview protocol and the observation list in the research 
study. 
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
The research study was intended to describe the current distribution of types of 
workplace learning in a reasonably representative sample of large (more than 150 
employees) for-profit corporations in Indonesia as an example of a developing 
country.  Furthermore, while it was recognized that individual corporate trainers have 
some leeway in determining their particular approaches to instructional design, it is also 
true that company policies and resource allocations in this regard are determined by 
decision makers at the upper levels of these organizations, especially as influenced by 
human resource managers such as those who are commonly called “chief learning 
officers.”  While such a study might be somewhat passé in advanced industrial nations, 
this study can be expected to contribute to an understanding not only of the state of 
corporate learning environments in Indonesia, but also provide some insight into the 
organizational politics and dynamics of decision making in developing nations regarding 
the implementation and evolution of particular approaches to performance improvement 
methods (Figure 4). 
Big companies were chosen in this study because bigger companies tend to have 
more stable and diverse training programs (Siebenhuner and Arnold, 2007). Existing 
research has found that organizational size is a major determinant in developing and 
sustaining formal training and development activities (Gutteridge et al., 1994). Smaller 
organizations tend to utilize more informal learning activities like on-the- job training, 
new employee orientation, and dialogue within meetings, while bigger companies have 
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more complete arrays of workplace learning initiatives. This should not be surprising 
because large companies generally put more resources into research and development 
activities, which make their learning and training programs more developed and diverse. 
Small companies, by way of contrast, often do not have training programs and their 
workplace learning process tends to be random and unstable. Considering all those 
factors, it was decided that large companies would be the research subjects in this study. 
 
Research Questions 
The following research questions will guide the study:  
1. What is the current distribution of approaches to individual and organizational 
learning in large commercial corporations in Indonesia? 
2. How have these approaches changed/evolved over the last 20-30 years? 
3. How do interview respondents feel that current practices and historical changes do 
or do not reflect their own views and assumptions about effective individual and 
organizational learning, and the company policies regarding learning? 
4. What are the organizational dynamics that determine the evolution over time of 
different approaches to the improvement of employee performance, of the 
changing approaches to individual and organizational learning? 
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Figure 4. Visualization of the research design 
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Research Methods 
Because of the semi-tacit nature of some of the main variables in this study, 
especially learning assumptions, and the need to get rich, detailed descriptions of all the 
variables and their effects, a qualitative research paradigm was employed in this study 
with interviews as the main research method. Furthermore, data triangulation was 
accomplished by utilizing three techniques of data collection: 1) open-ended, semi-
structured interviews and probes with HR practitioners, 2) participant observation in the 
training sessions, and 3) document analysis. 
As in most qualitative inquiries, purposive sampling was used to select 
information-rich cases for study in depth. In this study, the companies that were deemed 
as a possible source of rich data were companies that: 1) were large in size, 2) had 
already had established training programs for at least five years at the time of the study 
Discrepancy Discrepancy 
Dynamic Changes 
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(as to make sure that the cycle of training design had been established), and 3) had 
permanent HR staff assigned to design learning initiatives for the companies, as opposed 
to hiring temporary outside consulting firms to achieve this.  
The list of six companies that matched those descriptions were generated from the 
list of customers of Career Assistance Center (CAC) at the University of Surabaya. There 
were over 100 companies listed as partners by CAC, most of which were located around 
the city of Surabaya. The contact list of all these companies was provided by CAC’s 
director.  
In each company, a representation of HRD decision and policy makers in the 
company (probably Chief Learning Officer or Director of HRD), HR middle managers, 
and trainers was interviewed. These three positions represent different points in the 
policy-practice continuum, with HR director representing the policy makers, middle 
managers as the field generals who transfer those policies, and the trainers as the ones 
who implement all the HR policies in practice. In order to answer the research questions 
properly it was important to capture these different perspectives in this study.  
These steps were taken in this research study: 
1. An interview protocol was constructed that is consistent with the purposes of the 
study. 
2. Six pilot interviews were carried out; first with three American HR practitioners, 
then with three Indonesian HR practitioners to test the appropriateness of the 
interview protocols and the effectiveness of the interviewing skills of the 
researcher. These interviews were tape-recorded and discussed seriatim with 
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members of the dissertation committee until the committee as a whole was 
satisfied that the dissertation protocol was sound and that the researcher (or 
research team) was effective in interviewing. 
3. A sample of six large commercial corporations in Indonesia was constituted. 
4. The researcher interviewed, in each firm of the sample, trainers, training 
managers, and chief learning officers (or their equivalent), if available, about the 
approaches in use in the company to improve employee performance, the 
historical evolution of these approaches, and the locus and politics of decision-
making regarding approaches to employee performance improvement.  All data 
collection techniques were ensured to be fully consistent with requirements of 
the Boston University Institutional Review Board (IRB) including, but not 
limited to, informed consent. All the interviews were face-to-face and audio-
recorded. 
5. For the purpose of data triangulation, additional data through observation in the 
companies' learning activities and analysis of all documents related to learning in 
the companies were collected. 
6. The interviews were fully transcribed, analyzed, and interpreted thematically so 
as to gain the greatest understanding possible with respect to the research 
questions. This transcription process started with combing the raw data to find 
similar themes, categories, and ideas. Similar passages of text were then marked 
with a code label so that they could easily be retrieved at a later stage for further 
comparison and analysis. These codes were grounded from the data and not 
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developed a priori. This coding process made it easier to search the data, to make 
comparisons and to identify any patterns that require further investigation.  
7. The emerging patterns and categories were analyzed and compared with data 
from observation of the learning activities and document analysis in order to 
arrive at the final interpretation.  
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS 
 
 This chapter consists of the findings obtained from the data collected through the 
interview process. In addition, whenever possible, observations were made at training 
classes or other learning activities in the organizations. I also specifically requested any 
training documents that the organizations have, including but not limited to training 
evaluation forms, training syllabi, learning contracts, etc.  
 This chapter will be opened by short descriptions of all the six subject companies 
that I analyzed in this research study and whose managers and employees I interviewed 
extensively. I decided to use pseudonyms (Steamship Coffee, Port Master, Best Poultry 
Indonesia, Yummy Ice Cream, Strong Concrete, and Nice Stay Hotel) in describing and 
discussing these companies and the individual respondents with the intention of 
protecting their privacy. Following the descriptions of the companies, the primary 
discussion of this chapter is organized based on each of the four research questions. I 
divided the participants' answer into themes or issues under each question. The research 
questions are as follows: 
1. What is the current distribution of approaches to individual and organizational 
learning in large commercial corporations in Indonesia? 
2. How have these approaches changed/evolved over the last 20-30 years? 
3. How do interview respondents feel that current practices and historical changes do 
or do not reflect their own views and assumptions about effective individual and 
organizational learning, and the company policies regarding learning? 
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4. What are the organizational dynamics that determine the evolution over time of 
different approaches to the improvement of employee performance, of the 
changing approaches to individual and organizational learning? 
 
Descriptions of the Subject Companies 
Steamship Coffee 
 Steamship Coffee is a private company in Indonesia with its headquarters in 
Sidoarjo, East Java. Its core business is in manufacturing, distributing and selling coffee-
based products such as latte, cappuccino, macchiato, luwak coffee (and other variants of 
coffee drinks), coffee-flavored candies and snacks, and recently they even broadened 
their business by opening coffee plantations and cafes where Steamship Coffee 
exclusively sells their products. Steamship Coffee is generally considered a big company 
in Indonesia, with factories and offices in many cities. Steamship Coffee is a major player 
among other coffee companies. Lately the company has expanded to other countries 
around Indonesia (Malaysia, Burma, and Brunei), further testimony to the company's big 
stature among other companies in Indonesia. 
 Even though by now it is practically a conglomerate with office buildings, 
factories, cafes and coffee plantations that are spread in many areas in Indonesia, 
Steamship Coffee is still owned by the same Go family that founded the company in 
1927. The Go family, by now in the third generation, is still leading the company and 
overseeing its day-to-day operations. However, realizing their limitations, the Go family 
has employed professionals in all facets of the company's management including 
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operations, human resource development, and others. Nevertheless the influence of the 
Go family is still evident especially in the vision, mission, and corporate values of 
Steamship Coffee that the family developed with the help of a management consultant.  
 According to the printed publication handed out to visitors, Steamship Coffee's 
vision is "to be the market leader of coffee-based food and drink in Asia". Its mission is 
"to provide superior coffee-based products which meet customer's need and satisfaction 
by improving the quality of products and services, development of human resources 
(HR), and continuous improvement". Lastly, the five corporate values of Steamship 
Coffee are as follows: 
1. Customer Focus 
2. Integrity 
3. Teamwork 
4. Continuous Learning 
5. Work Excellence 
 A few points immediately jump out when one reads these statements of vision, 
mission and values of the company. First of all, Steamship Coffee's vision to be a market 
leader in Asia, as opposed to only Indonesia, once again is a testimony to how the 
company has grown larger than the Indonesian market size. Secondly and more pertinent 
to our discussion, the mission statement explicitly mentions "development of human 
resources" as a means to reach the company's vision. Steamship Coffee realizes that as a 
company it can improve and reach its goal only when the company's human resources are 
developed well. This notion is highlighted even further by corporate value number four 
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(Continuous Learning) that emphasizes how continuous learning is an important value in 
the company. How these vision, mission, and values are translated into company's 
policies and actions is very relevant to our discussion and therefore will be discussed in 
more detail in the following sections. 
 Another interesting observation about these statements of vision, mission and 
values of the company is that they are evident everywhere in the buildings belonging to 
Steamship Coffee, as there were printed displays in almost every room (including 
bathrooms). Furthermore, during the interviews with managers and employees of the 
company the corporate vision, mission and values were mentioned repeatedly by different 
persons, underlining their deep presence in the psyche of the company.  For example, an 
employee made this comment during an interview: 
"We can see from the statements of vision, mission and values that are plastered 
everywhere, and everybody around here has the folded, handy version... 
Everybody has those statements. You can read those statements while eating... or 
while lying around at home... That's why you saw me taking it out of my wallet.... 
(laughing). In those statements the direction (of the company) is clear.... and how 
to get there. It's clear. One of those (mission) is about developing human 
resource... One value that is planted around here is about continuous learning. 
That (continuous learning) is something that we have to really understand." 
(FGD2, 915) 
 
An example of one of these printed displays can be seen in Figure 5: 
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Figure 5. Printed Displays 
 
 The second piece of evidence that shows the Go family's influence is found in 
their direct supervision of daily's operation of the company. According to the HR 
director, members of the Go family often visit their factories and watch the daily 
operation of the coffee production. Should they observe anything that does not comply 
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with the company's standards and values during those visits they will instruct the local 
managers to correct them right away. 
 
Port Master 
 Port Master is an Indonesian government-owned company located in Semarang, 
Indonesia whose core business is managing and operating public ports in many provinces 
in East Indonesia: East Java, Central Java, Bali, South Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan, 
West Nusa Tenggara, and East Nusa Tenggara. As a government-owned company in 
Indonesia, Port Master enjoys total monopoly as an operating company of ports in those 
cities, meaning that private companies are not allowed to open and operate ports in the 
same cities. As the result of the monopoly, Port Master has enjoyed huge profits and 
steady growth because all ship operators, whether local or international, have no other 
choice than to become Port Master's customers and pay their fees.1 
 According to the company profile, Port Master's vision is "to be a prime port 
service provider having commitment (sic.) to stimulate national logistic integration". Its 
mission consists of four points, quoted verbatim from the company profile in English:  
• To guarantee a consistent prime port service above the prevailing standards 
• To stimulate sustainable national industrial competitiveness through competitive 
logistic cost 
                                                
1 This, however, might change in the future due to a new government regulation, anticipated to be 
enforced in 2016, that will allow competing private companies to open and manage ports and free 
ships to dock in any ports in the destination city. Nevertheless, Port Master clearly has already 
enjoyed an early start in this future competition with its well-settled ports and infrastructures. 
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• To fulfill the expectation of all stakeholders through the principles of equality and 
Good Corporate Governance (GCG) 
• To support the state foreign exchange gain by smoothing the traffic of trading 
 
 In spite of the nice wordsmithing of the vision and mission statements, these 
statements seemed to reside only on papers and were not found anywhere else in the 
buildings, nor were they mentioned in any of the interviews with the managers and 
employees.  
 
Best Poultry Indonesia (BPI) - Solo branch 
 Best Poultry Indonesia is a private company that produces poultry feed, day old 
chicks, and processed chickens as its core business. Its parent company, Best Poultry, is 
located in another Asian country and is known as one of the world's largest 
conglomerates. Unlike its parent company, whose business has diversified widely into 
areas as different as telecommunication and motorcycle production, BPI remains close to 
the original business of producing poultry feeds. BPI owns offices and factories in six 
locations in Indonesia. Each of these offices can be considered as a big company in itself 
with hundreds of employees. The focus of this research study is not BPI as a national 
company with its headquarters in Jakarta, but rather one of BPI's branch offices in Solo, 
Central Java. As a branch office, BPI Solo is considered one of the biggest BPI offices in 
Indonesia. It has close to 700 employees and two big factories.  
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 BPI's vision is to "feed a growing world", while its mission is "to produce and 
market the highest quality and innovative feed, day-old chicks, and food products". Those 
vision and mission statements were not displayed in the office buildings nor mentioned 
even once during the interview sessions with the HR manager and his staff.  
 
Yummy Ice Cream 
 With its headquarters in Jogjakarta, Central Java, Yummy Ice Cream is a private 
company that can be considered a mainstay in the local companies scenery since its 
founding in 1972. It is a well-known brand in Jogjakarta and Indonesia especially among 
children because of its core business in the ice cream industry. Generations of Indonesian 
children, including mine, have grown up with this brand and certainly remember its 
products fondly as part of their childhood. The company has been continuously 
producing ice cream since its inception and has never diversified into other business 
areas. 
 With the strong brand that it enjoys, Yummy Ice Cream set its vision (translated 
from Indonesian) as "to make Yummy Ice Cream one of the biggest and best producer of 
ice cream and other frozen food in Indonesia.", while its mission is "to prioritize 
customer satisfaction, to maintain the best quality ice cream, to never stop innovating, to 
uphold commitment and trust of shareholders and employees, and to steadfastly hold onto 
the principles of environment-friendly industries".  These vision and mission statements 
were displayed in the waiting room and a few other locations in the office buildings but 
were not mentioned in the interviews. 
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 Yummy Ice Cream has been owned by the same family from Jogjakarta since its 
founding; its leadership positions have been reserved for family members for three 
generations. The third generation of the Hadipranoto family is now the managing director 
of Yummy Ice Cream, and he explained his vision for the company in the interview, a 
vision that he is trying to make part of the company.  
 
Strong Concrete 
 Strong Concrete is a company located in Malang, East Java that produces and 
sells construction-related materials, such as ready-mix concrete, masonry concrete, pre-
cast concrete, and crushed stones. Founded in 1988, its customers are mainly construction 
companies in East Java, although in recent years the company has served customers in 
places as far as Central Java, Bali, and even one project in the city of Ujung Pandang in 
Sulawesi.   
 Strong Concrete's vision is "to become customer's primary choice as the 
manufacturer of concretes and aggregates in the national market in 2015", while its 
missions are:  
1. To produce and sell concretes and aggregates that satisfy customers requirements 
(the right quality, the right time, and the right amount) 
2. To generate profits that support continuous growth of the company and the well-
being of all stakeholders 
3. To operate a first-rate business process with the support from professional 
employees, in accordance with the applicable laws 
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 In addition to the vision and mission statements, Strong Concrete has a statement 
of core values as well. However, the statement consists only of a series of adjectives 
without any robust explanation to flesh out what the corporate culture manifests in the 
daily life of the organization. These are the adjectives that supposedly make up the 
corporate culture at Strong Concrete: Visionary, Resilient, Brave, Competent, Having 
Integrity, being Responsible, Fair, Optimistic, Characterized by Teamwork, and being 
Ethical. During my interview sessions with the HR coordinator, trainer and other staff 
nobody mentioned their corporate vision, mission, and culture statements. I additionally 
asked them about the series of adjectives that are expressed in their statement of 
corporate culture, but nobody could give me a satisfactory explanation about it. 
 
Nice Stay Hotel 
 Nice Stay Hotel is a five-star hotel located in the central business district and on 
one of the busiest roads in Semarang, Central Java. It is well-known as one of the top-end 
hotels in Semarang that applies expensive rates to its lodging; therefore its clientele tends 
to be limited to only the more well-off travellers and expatriates. As part of a famous 
hotel chain, this hotel is operated by an American hospitality company that manages and 
franchises many brands of hotels and lodging facilities in various countries around the 
world. Unlike other organizations in this study, Nice Stay Hotel is a franchise 
organization and as a franchise, Nice Stay Hotel's core values are pulled down from the 
central organization in the US. These core values are expressed in a series of "we" 
statements: 
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• We put people first. Take care of associates and they will take care of customers. 
• We pursue excellence. Our dedication to the customer shows in everything that 
we do. 
• We embrace change. Innovation has always been part of the Nice Stay Hotel 
story. 
• We act with integrity. How we do business is as important as the business we do. 
• We serve our world. Our "spirit to serve" makes our company stronger. 
 
 Unlike other organizations in this study that have separate sets of statements for 
their vision, mission and core values, Nice Stay Hotel chose to condense their vision, 
mission and core values into these statements. These statements are not displayed on the 
walls of their buildings, although it is understandable because of the type of business it 
runs. However, none of these core values was ever mentioned either during the 
interviews with the hotel's training manager and staff. 
 
Research Question 1: What is the current distribution of approaches to individual 
and organizational learning in large commercial corporations in Indonesia? 
 The first question tries to elicit from the research participants descriptions of the 
varied learning methods and systems used by large companies in Indonesia from the 
research participants.  I wanted to know how participants experienced the different kinds 
of learning methods or systems in their respective organizations and how they described 
them. As I expected there is substantial variation among companies in terms of how they 
describe learning in their organizations, and, in order to do justice to this variation, I 
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decided to write a narrative of each company's description separately, followed by a 
conclusion that summarizes those narratives and hopefully answers the first research 
question. 
 In order to describe more completely the learning approaches and systems in the 
subject companies I decided to add the description of how each company employs all the 
procedures and practices of the ADDIE framework following the general description. 
Because the Design and Development phases are so closely intertwined in practice, these 
two phases will be explained in one step in this chapter. Discussion of what the ADDIE 
framework is was provided in chapter two of this writing.    
 
Steamship Coffee 
 Compared to all the companies in this study, Steamship Coffee has one of the 
most well-managed and modern learning structures. While some of the other companies 
are still looking for the best structure for their training programs, Steamship Coffee's 
learning structure is already well established and keeps improving. Details of the learning 
structure will be discussed below, but it is important to note that (1) most of the other 
companies in this study (with Nice Stay Hotel as probably the lone exception) are unable 
to achieve the sophistication of the learning programs found at Steamship Coffee, but 
also (2) the sense of ownership and pride that it elicits in the employees of Steamship 
Coffee. This sense of ownership and pride will be discussed in more details in the 
discussion of research question number three. 
 Steamship Coffee uses multiple methods and approaches in their efforts in 
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building learning structures for individual and organization in their company. It is hard to 
cleanly categorize and separate which initiatives are for individual learning and which are 
for organizational learning as some have both purposes; therefore I decided to start the 
list with the more individual-targeted initiatives and proceed down the list to the more 
organizational-targeted initiatives. 
• Classroom sessions. This is the approach that is used many times at Steamship 
Coffee every time they need to quickly organize a training session for many 
people. Organized by the HR department, it is a quick and cheap approach to 
impart material to many people in one single event. I was invited to attend and 
observe one of their training sessions that employed this approach. 
• Learning circles. Learning circles are discussion groups organized on the 
departmental level where one person is appointed by the department to talk about 
a topic relevant to the department's needs, and others are encouraged to discuss 
and ask questions. Unlike the classroom sessions, learning circles are the initiative 
of each department and more informal, as evident from this quotation: 
"So all departments have to implement learning circles. The format of learning 
circles, itself, may vary. They may decide to talk about a topic that they deem 
relevant to the department. They may decide to discuss about a book that relates 
to their work, or it may be a topic on self-development such as motivation... 
emotion, managing stress. Even more technical topics are also available. (For 
example) yesterday one plant supervisor decided that they are going to open a 
class for machine operators. The goal is so that the operators may be able to not 
only operate the machines, but also to perform minor repairs on the machines." 
(PEV 565). 
 
• On the job training with mentorship by more senior employees. This type of 
learning activity is directed especially for new employees, although old 
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employees in some cases may take it as well. Novice employees are encouraged 
to learn on the job and ask questions to their mentors everyday about aspects of 
the job that they do not understand.  
"It could take the form of OJT (On the Job Training). In-house training with daily 
mentorship on the job. We have new employees ... they will be mentored by more 
senior employees every day." (FGD 69 
  
• Counseling and coaching sessions. Counseling and coaching sessions are one-on-
one sessions between a supervisor and an employee. Each employee is expected 
to have two such sessions at a minimum per year. These sessions are when 
supervisors and employees can have a personal discussion about aspects of work 
that may be difficult to discuss in a more public setting.  
• Steamship Coffee Global Award for innovation. This is a yearly award for a 
group of Steamship Coffee employees that produce the best proposal for 
innovation that benefits the company. This award may not directly reward 
learning, but what it does reward -namely innovation- can only come about 
through learning. In order to produce an innovation in the workplace, the winning 
group would have to analyze the problem carefully and research the probable 
solutions to be able to write the final proposal; all those steps clearly involve 
learning at its highest level.  
• External training programs. Although Steamship Coffee always attempts to use 
internal resources first before sending employees out for training, in some cases 
they have to outsource and use external training programs. For example when 
they purchase machines with new technology they have no choice but to send 
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their employees to the machine's manufacturing company to learn about the new 
technology.  
 
 In the future, Steamship Coffee plans to incorporate all the approaches described 
above under one umbrella organization that is called Steamship Coffee Global Institute. 
This corporate university will be the center for all learning activities in Steamship Coffee 
and a strategic partner of Steamship Coffee. Two learning approaches that are not yet 
implemented but will be developed in the near future are Internet learning and knowledge 
management. 
 Below is a summary of how Steamship Coffee employs all the practices and 
procedures of ADDIE framework. 
Table 6. The ADDIE Framework as employed by Steamship Coffee 
Phase Description 
Analysis Multiple methods are employed to analyze training needs, including yearly 
analysis of the corporate strategy and direction to gain insights into what 
knowledge and skills are necessary to support the company's direction, 
analyzing job descriptions to obtain their behavioral requirements, regular 
interviews every few months with managers and supervisors to detect 
performance problems, and giving questionnaires to managers to uncover 
their opinions about the skill gaps of their employees.  
Design and 
Development 
Based on the results of needs analysis, the HR team formulates the training 
goals and the learning approaches utilized to achieve those goals (for 
example: classroom sessions, learning circle, coaching sessions, etc.). 
However, the rest of the development phases (development of training 
syllabus, learning materials, etc.) are mostly left to the persons in charge of 
the learning activity.  
Implementation The implementation of the learning activities is left to the person in charge. 
The HR team gives help, however, by providing administrative and logistic 
support such as setting up the room and distributing learning materials, etc.  
Evaluation Two methods of learning evaluation are employed, including paper-based 
evaluation of trainers after the session is over, and interviews with 
managers a few weeks after the training session is over to evaluate whether 
there is change in employee's performance. 
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Port Master 
 As a government-owned company in Indonesia, Port Master enjoys immense 
funding unparalleled by any other companies in this study and, by extension, so does its 
training division. Port Master's training coordinator asked me specifically not to publish 
the exact amount of the training budget, but it is safe to say that it is far bigger than any 
other training budgets in other companies in this study. 
 The luxury of having a big budget allows Port Master's training division to 
schedule as many training programs as they want from whatever training provider they 
like. Indeed one theme that keeps coming back during interviews at Port Master is 
"busy". During our interview sessions the coordinator repeatedly excused herself because 
she had to make phone calls, had an assistant asking for her signature, or took phone 
calls. Its training division has to handle many different learning programs on any given 
day. This busy schedule is apparent in these quotations: 
Me: (after observing that she was interrupted constantly) I can see that you are 
very busy in your job, is that right? 
 
Subject: Yes, I have to process many urgent training programs that need to be 
realized very soon. Some of those programs are routine, others are incidental.... 
Some have been scheduled from a long time ago but suddenly we have to move 
them up earlier (L9)... 
 
(Between these two quotations is a long story about her schedule and many 
training programs that she has to organize) 
 
Me: ... My impression is that your job is basically like a traffic cop that directs 
cars coming and going 
 
Subject: Exactly. Today I had to double check requirements for my two staff that 
will go overseas... tomorrow they are leaving... and then suddenly there was a 
request for another training program that has to be expedited.... I don't even have 
time to attend training programs myself...(L195) 
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 This state of being constantly busy with programs apparently has prevented Port 
Master's HR division from cultivating other important aspects of developing human 
resources in a company. For example, they do not even have a proper system for 
analyzing training needs (commonly known as training need analysis) as the basis for 
their training programs. Thus far their training programs are based on an existing 
schedule that has been in place for years, combined with requests for training programs 
from other divisions. Furthermore, they have failed to properly evaluate their training 
programs. Training evaluation in Port Master is limited to collecting written reports from 
those who are sent to external training programs, and those reports are just piling up in 
one corner of the office and are not followed up in any way. Still another aspect of 
organizational development that has been hindered because of their busy schedule is the 
creation of an explicit corporate culture. The lack of training needs analysis, training 
evaluation, and explicit corporate culture is an irony when we remember that Port Master 
is a big company with immense funding from Indonesian government. 
 Port Master employs mainly classroom sessions as their learning approach and 
they do not utilize any other learning approach. However, their classroom programs are 
so many and so diverse that, as explained above, the HR division is fully occupied with 
the programs. The classes were divided into four groups with the following names: 
Substantial classes (kelas substansial), Managerial classes (kelas manajerial), formal 
classes (kelas formal), and classes of "pengembangan wawasan" (loosely translated it 
means "horizon opening"). Substantial classes are for non-managerial employees such as 
the operators of machines and administrative staff at the ports. The goal of these 
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substantial classes is to improve their job-related skills. Managerial classes, as the name 
suggests, teach managerial skills to the managers and directors. Formal classes are a 
category that offers formal education to Port Master employees at external institutions 
including bachelor, Master, or Doctoral programs. The fact that Port Master can pay for 
the tuition of formal education programs is a sign of the immense funding that they are 
enjoying. The last category of classes, the "pengembangan wawasan" was added to 
incorporate external short-term seminars, workshops, and symposia that Port Master 
sends their employees to. The chart below (Figure 6), depicting all these programs, was 
copied and translated from their "Training Programs Flowchart" (Bagan Alir Pola Diklat)  
 
Figure 6.  Chart of Training Programs at Port Master 
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 Below is a summary of how Port Master employs all the practices and procedures 
of ADDIE framework (Table 7). 
Table 7. ADDIE Framework as Employed by Port Master 
Phase Description 
Analysis The HR department does not perform any analysis of training needs, 
although the HR manager expressed her plan in the future of sending 
letters to managers to inquire about the training programs that they 
believe are needed by their departments 
Design and 
Development 
The HR department at this stage develops the yearly schedule of 
training programs based on last year's schedule, with the additional 
training programs based on request from departments and from Port 
Master's director. The HR department is very busy at this stage 
preparing all the administrative requirements for their many training 
programs, including booking hotel meeting rooms and preparing the 
training materials. 
Implementation This is the busiest stage for the HR department at Port Master because 
of the big number of training programs they have to organize. Every 
day they typically have to organize two or three training programs in 
different venues, and each program require them to attend. 
Evaluation The only form of training evaluation that is utilized at Port Master is 
requiring attendees to write a report describing the content of the 
training programs. However, those reports are left piling up in a 
bookcase without any follow-ups. 
 
Best Poultry Indonesia, Solo branch 
 Best Poultry is one of two organizations in this study (Yummy Ice Cream is the 
other one) that does not have an independent training division to manage all the training 
functions of the company. Instead, the training functions were managed by a generalist 
Human Resource division that is also in charge of other human resource functions such as 
recruitment and selection of new employees, personnel database of the company, 
remuneration, and even more generalist functions such as security and external relations. 
Therefore it is not surprising that learning initiatives at Best Poultry are modest, the 
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budget is limited, and the staff have to juggle other human resource responsibilities at the 
same time instead of focusing only on learning. Surprisingly enough, however, this has 
not always been the case. Years ago Best Poultry budgeted billions of Rupiahs for its 
training programs until a few years ago when they decided to downsize the whole 
learning structure to its present form. Factors contributing to that decision will be 
discussed in detail in the next section regarding research question number two. 
 In its present form, the main learning structure at Best Poultry consists of 
classroom sessions as its single learning approach. The training sessions usually take 
place in conference rooms at various hotels in Sidoarjo or Surabaya. Inquired about the 
reason why they are held at hotels instead of their own meeting rooms, one of the HR 
staff gave me three reasons. First, some learning activities, for example games or round-
table discussions, in the training sessions demand a certain type of room that is simply 
not available at their company. Secondly, having training sessions at a hotel gives a 
different atmosphere that employees usually prefer. And thirdly, being so far from the 
office has an advantage in that the employees are less likely to be called back into their 
work by their bosses. 
 Because of their limited training budget, Best Poultry rarely invites external 
trainers to lead their training sessions. However, this does not mean that they are utilizing 
internal employees to lead the training programs. Instead, they are dependent on a team 
of speakers from Best Poultry's central office in Jakarta to lead the sessions. Those 
speakers already have a list of pre-developed topics that the HR team from Surabaya 
branch (or any branch) can choose from. This means that the content of those training 
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programs are not based on the real needs of the employees at the local company in 
Surabaya and instead are based simply on what is available from a list of topics. Another 
problem that was reported by one of the staff was that sometimes those trainers from the 
central office use the same teaching materials for two different topics. 
Subject: So what often happens is that the content that they teach to us is the 
same, or almost the same... with what they taught us previously... We go like, 
"Why is the content almost the same?"... And it's not only me who made that 
comment… (laughing) Other employees noticed the same thing too and asked me, 
"What is the difference between this material and the last one?"....  
Me: You mean the topics are different.... but the content is the same? 
Subject: Different titles, but the contents are almost the same... 
Me: Was it the same trainer? 
Subject: Different trainers… 
 
Because the contents are left to the external team of trainers, the role of HR staff was 
reduced to become like that of an event organizer: preparing the room and everything the 
trainer needs for training sessions, assisting the trainer during session, and evaluating the 
training session afterwards. 
 Below is a summary of how Best Poultry employs all the practices and procedures 
of ADDIE framework (Table 8). 
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Table 8. ADDIE Framework as Employed by Best Poultry 
Phase Description 
Analysis Best Poultry analyzes training needs by asking managers to rate their 
employees on certain qualities, such as: integrity, teamwork, etc. 
Those who get low ratings from their managers are sent to attend 
training programs. However there is no attempt to connect to those 
ratings to real workplace behaviors, in the sense that they are mostly 
just abstract qualities without clear descriptions how they would 
manifest in workplace environment. 
Design and 
Development 
Using those ratings from managers, the HR department then scans the 
list of offerings of training classes from the central office. They would 
then try to match what is perceived as "needs" from the manager's 
ratings to one theme from the list of training classes from the central 
office. For example, due to the low ratings in "communication" and 
"assertiveness" in last year's questionnaire, the HR department then 
chose the theme "leadership" from central office's list of training 
themes. 
Implementation Having chosen a theme the HR department then organizes the 
implementation by coordinating the schedule with central office's 
training team, booking a hotel meeting room, setting up the room and 
then giving the up the stage for the speaker/trainer. 
Evaluation Best Poultry evaluates their training programs by using reaction 
questionnaires, asking the attendees to rate the training programs on 
scales such as speaker's delivery quality, the effectiveness of the 
training sessions, etc.  
 
Yummy Ice Cream 
 Ever since its inception in 1972 Yummy Ice Cream has been owned and managed 
by the Hadipranoto family, now in its third generation. In the first three decades of its 
existence, Yummy Ice Cream was managed typically like any other family-owned 
business ventures, in the sense that many family members were involved in the 
management team of the company, and there was hardly a clear demarcation between 
departments and jobs. Each member of the management team often multi-tasked and 
juggled multiple responsibilities. The current HR director of Yummy Ice Cream is not a 
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member of the founding family, but she has been in the company for 25 years and 
therefore is very familiar with the company's history. At the beginning of her career she 
was originally asked to handle legal matters in the personnel administration due to her 
educational background in Law. However soon afterward the owner asked her to be in 
charge of other aspects of HR as well such as recruitment, remuneration, and lately 
corporate training. During our interviews she repeatedly expressed her opinion that she 
was not knowledgeable enough about training and therefore not qualified to manage 
corporate training by herself. She quickly added that her lack of capability in corporate 
training was the reason why she hired some staff that she believed would be better 
equipped to manage training programs at Yummy Ice Cream. 
 Until the 2000s, management at Yummy Ice Cream had the characteristics of a 
typically family-owned company, but slowly the owners began to hire professionals to 
run the company. Modern management techniques, including in the areas of Human 
resources development and corporate training, began to be applied. This wave of 
modernization transpired even faster when the last generation of the Hadipranoto family, 
with a background of US education, took over important management positions at the 
company. This last generation modeled the company after the Ben and Jerry Ice Cream 
Company in Maine, which they visited during their study in the US. Yummy Ice Cream's 
green policy and utmost care for the environment is an example of something that they 
learned from Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream Company. Yummy Ice Cream is the only 
company in this study that strives for zero waste and applies strict procedures for 
cleanliness, waste management and recycling system. From the moment I stepped into 
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the factory and office buildings Yummy Ice Cream's dedication to environmental causes 
was evident everywhere. All the office spaces, halls, and bathrooms were immaculately 
clean, unparalleled by anything I had ever seen in any Indonesian companies. Their 
commitment to cleanliness was also evident when I was politely asked to take off my 
shoes before entering the company's meeting room. Trash and recycling barrels can be 
seen everywhere, and the company has its own recycling center. The company cafeteria 
serves only vegetarian foods, and all employees have to attend workshops on the urgency 
and necessity of recycling, vegetarianism, and caring for the environment. Factory tours 
are offered to the general public and school students who want to see how ice cream is 
produced. In summary, the different facets of company operation described above show 
that Yummy Ice Cream is governed with progressive values unlike other companies in 
Indonesia. 
 In regards to workplace learning, however, interview and observation showed that 
Yummy Ice Cream still held on to simple, one-approach, conservative learning practices. 
Evidences gathered from interview and observation disclosed that the only learning 
approach that is offered in the company is the classical classroom approach.  
Me: If we talk about training delivery methods, what approach do you use in this 
company? 
 
Subject: For internal training sessions… we only use the classical classroom 
method… 
 
Me: I see… 
 
Subject: …However, we also use Powerpoint for presentation… and sometimes 
games... (M182) 
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 In order to verify this conclusion I visited a training session at Yummy Ice Cream 
to make a direct observation on the learning practices in the company (Figure 7).  
Figure 7. Training Session at Yummy Ice Cream 
 
 
 As can be seen in the picture above, the training session was held in a room that 
was packed with chairs, and those chairs were theater-style chairs that are heavily padded 
and bolted to the floor. These environmental arrangements only allowed one learning 
approach: the classical classroom approach. Shortly after I took my seat, the employees 
came inside and the training session immediately started. The facilitator, or perhaps the 
better title is teacher due to the adopted learning approach, opened the session by 
distributing the pretest to all attendees. The pretest was basically a test consisting of 
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school-like multiple-choice questions about the content that was going to be presented in 
the session. The attending employees wrote their answers on a small piece of paper which 
were subsequently collected by the facilitator. The facilitator then proceeded by 
explaining about today's chosen topic using Microsoft Powerpoint slides. The participants 
took notes and listened to the presentation. The facilitator sometimes slipped jokes and 
funny pictures into the presentation. After the facilitator finished her presentation, she 
distributed the posttest, which contains the same set of questions that the employees had 
already answered as the pretest. The purpose of this double administration of the same 
questions was to show the "learning effect" as described in Kirkpatrick's model of 
training evaluation. Theoretically, if there was an improvement of scores in the posttest 
compared to the pretest it could then be argued that the improvement was produced by 
the training session. The overall impression that I gained from observing the training 
session was that it closely resembled typical school classrooms, with the teacher 
imparting knowledge and the students writing down the materials. 
 Ironically, as if it had been a real school classroom, one of the training 
participants fittingly pulled out an old classroom trick to obtain good grades: cheating at 
the posttest. As I was observing the administration of the posttest, I came to realize that 
the participant seated next to me discreetly taking out a few pages of papers from his bag. 
Because I was sitting next to the participant I could clearly see the complete test 
questions were written on those pages, complete with the right answers. Apparently 
unaware of my identity and role in that room, the man calmly continued writing down his 
answers on the answer sheet and handed it over to the facilitator afterwards. His action 
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further underlined my overall impression of how closely resembling a classroom this 
training session had been. 
 Below is a summary of how Yummy Ice Cream employs all the practices and 
procedures of ADDIE framework (Table 9). 
Table 9. ADDIE Framework as Employed by Yummy Ice Cream 
 
Phase Description 
Analysis Yummy Ice Cream analyzes its training needs by asking all managers 
of training topics that they need. The HR department then 
recapitulates all the training requests and screens them based on 
budgets and schedule availability. 
Design and 
Development 
The HR department at this stage develops the yearly schedule of 
training programs based on request from departments. The HR 
department is very busy at this stage preparing all the administrative 
requirements for their many training programs, including booking 
hotel meeting rooms and preparing the training materials. 
Implementation In this stage the HR department is busy setting up the training room 
and preparing all needed materials for training.    
Evaluation Paper-based pre-test and posttest evaluation 
 
Strong Concrete 
 The HR department at Strong Concrete has been undergoing great transformation 
in the last three years from a generalist perspective in managing the company's human 
resources to a more specialist one. More details about this transformation will be 
discussed in the next section, but a portrait of the current mid-transformation HR 
department will be discussed in this section, especially in regards to its learning structure. 
 The current learning structure at Strong Concrete was put together during June 
2014 when the board of director approved the founding of Strong Concrete Training 
Center. Even though training programs had existed previously, the Training Center was 
an ambitious effort at organizing all learning initiatives in Strong Concrete under one 
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command. At the time of the interviews, a 2-story building was in the process of being 
transformed into a headquarters for the Training Center, complete with a meeting room 
and a room designated for training programs. 
 As a new sub-organization that just started eight months prior to the interview, the 
training center had begun a few initiatives to build Strong Concrete's learning structure. 
The first initiative was the formation of what was called a "training club", a group of 
employees chosen from every department to become trainers and facilitators for all 
learning initiatives at Strong Concrete. Since its inception, the training club has written 
down some training syllabi in the field of each member's expertise as preparation for 
leading their own training sessions. They also held training for trainers, an event designed 
to teach these employees how to become trainers. In short, this training club was created 
with the goal of enhancing the role of trainers and facilitators internally from inside the 
company. The second initiative the training center took under the leadership of Mr T. was 
the creation of the road map and structure of training programs at Strong Concrete. 
Before the creation of Training Center training was scheduled incidentally and 
unorganized. 
Me: So before that the training programs were… 
Subject: It lacked structure, the objectives were not clear, the need goes one 
direction, the training goes the other direction… 
Me: So training programs were more incidental in nature? 
Subject: Incidental, better than no training programs at all… (F461) 
 
Strong Concrete Training Center's third contribution was in establishing basic procedures 
in training that had been lacking, such as proper needs analysis and evaluation of the 
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training programs. These two improvements were gradually being applied at the time of 
interviews. For needs analysis the training center was planning on interviewing managers 
and supervisors of departments to figure out their performance problems. Training 
evaluation would be established by measuring trainees reaction to the training session on 
a questionnaire. 
 In spite of all the improvements that the training center was undertaking at the 
time of the interviews, the classroom approach is still their primary approach in their 
learning structure. In the future they are planning on adopting Internet learning to reach 
their factories in the remote places. However, the way they plan on using Internet 
learning is revealing of how they still perceive learning as a classroom approach. 
Subject:  I am now working with the IT department to build Internet learning in 
this company… It is important that communication over the Internet should be 
fast. Someday when I teach in a training class I want people in other plants to be 
able to follow me teaching and keep the session interactive with the help of 
Internet… 
Me: So the purpose of Internet is to help people accessing your teaching in the 
training sessions? 
Subject: Yes… 
Me:  Do you have other thoughts about how you are going to use the Internet 
access for learning? 
Subject: It helps the sessions be more interactive, people can ask me questions 
directly… (F607) 
 
In the quotation above we can see that even though they were trying to adopt Internet 
learning, the whole paradigm behind Internet learning is still the old-time lecturing in 
front of the class. Instead of using Internet for self-study sessions, for example, the only 
function of Internet in this paradigm is to make classroom-teaching accessible by people 
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in faraway places.  
 Below is a summary of how Strong Concrete employs all the practices and 
procedures of ADDIE framework (Table 10). 
Table 10. ADDIE Framework as Employed by Strong Concrete 
 
Phase Description 
Analysis The HR department interviews managers and supervisors to gather 
information about performance problems. However, because the 
training center started only eight months prior to the interviews, they 
had at the time just started the interviews. Previous to the founding of 
the training center, no training needs analysis had been done. 
Design and 
Development 
Because the needs analysis process was underway at the time the 
interviews were conducted, very little had been done at this stage. 
However, in the past the HR department at this stage developed the 
yearly schedule of training programs based on request from 
departments. The HR department would be very busy at this stage 
preparing all the administrative requirements for their many training 
programs, including booking hotel meeting rooms and preparing the 
training materials. 
Implementation Implementation of training programs were left to the trainers chosen 
for the event, however the dominant learning approach at Strong 
Concrete is the classical classroom approach.  
Evaluation Paper-based evaluation measuring participants reaction to the learning 
activities are being used at Strong Concrete. 
 
 
Nice Stay Hotel 
 As part of an international hotel chain with its headquarters in the US, Nice Stay 
Hotel was the only company in this study that enjoyed the benefits of having a learning 
system that was already set and highly organized entirely passed down from the 
headquarters. It was not an exaggeration to conclude that the training department at Nice 
Stay simply needs to operate a well-scripted learning system. The staff and manager of 
the training department expressed this notion repeatedly in the interviews: 
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Subject: My main job is running the training programs from Nice Stay Hotel. 
Because it is a chain hotel, so we have the central office that produces all training 
materials. The job of training manager is to pass on what the central office gives 
to all the staff, including the new hires. (Tj 7) 
 
Subject: So Training at Nice Stay Hotel is already scripted, starting from the 
lowest level to the highest level, everything is scripted. We have what is called 
Gamebook, very thick, which details down everything a trainer needs to do. From 
what slides to use for what presentation, what to talk, everything is there to make 
it easy for people to develop themselves… For any presentation, from the 
beginning to the end, everything is there. What to prepare, the room setup, what 
kind of tables you need, everything is scripted… (V94) 
 
 A clear benefit of having such a pre-packaged learning system is the minimal time 
needed to prepare any learning activities in the organization. Because everything was 
already prepared, the training department does not have to spend too much time 
developing and designing (the second and third stages in the ADDIE framework) training 
materials. Another benefit of being in an international network is that the sources of 
learning materials are available from so many other hotels around the world. This, 
combined with the advanced stage of Internet technology, making the accessible learning 
materials virtually unlimited.   
 The structure and topics of training programs at Nice Stay Hotel were 
programmed from the chain's headquarters. The topics, as explained to me in the 
interviews and supported by Nice Stay Hotel's website, are shown in Table 11: 
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Table 11. Training Programs at Nice Stay Hotel 
 
Name of programs Information 
New Hire Orientation Program 
In the Beginning: Orientation 
In the Beginning: Chapter Two 
In the Beginning: The Plot 
thickens 
In the Beginning: Symphony of 
Service 
In the Beginning: Fine Tuning 
These are a series of training programs directed for new 
hires to get them oriented to the company and to 
introduce new employees to Nice Stay Hotel's culture 
and brand 
Gateways The Gateways Programs is for hourly non-management 
employees. It is designed to train discipline-specific 
skills necessary to individual positions. Participating 
disciplines are: finance, HR, IT, loss prevention, PR 
and sales. 
Core Management Training Nice Stay Hotel's managers participate in over 20 
different management training programs. Some courses 
are classroom-based, while others are self-directed, 
including Internet-based learning. 
Essential skills for supervisors 
and managers 
Composed of 15 modules, including Welcome to Nice 
Stay Hotel's management, Communicating for success, 
Hiring the Best, Training and Developing Your 
Associates, Coaching for Great Performance, Building 
Top Performing Teams, Conducting Performance 
Appraisals, Managing Conflict, Juggling Time, 
Business Basics, Create Experiences, Effective Daily 
Meetings, Goal Setting, Your Career and You, and 
Stress Management 
InMotion! Designed to equip supervisors and prepare them for 
manager or assistant manager position, this program 
utilizes hands-on experience for supervisors to learn 
about different departments and develop broader hotel 
expertise. 
Ashridge Virtual Learning 
Resource Center 
This resource center is in essence a vast network of 
Internet libraries of hotel-industry related knowledge. 
Designed to support self-study by employees, this 
resource center has a huge collection of everything that 
one needs to study about hotel industry.  
 
 The first thing that caught my attention from studying the above list, especially 
compared to other companies in this study, was the multitude of offerings and learning 
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methods in Nice Stay Hotel's learning structure. In addition to the classical classroom 
approach, Nice Stay Hotel also employs on-the-job training, self-study, and Internet 
learning in their learning structure. These multiple learning approaches are backed up by 
printed resources and Internet database (the Ashridge Virtual Learning Resource Center), 
making it even more powerful for corporate learning activities. At the time the interviews 
were progressing, all the learning activities described in the box above were running 
regularly. 
 Having a pre-packaged learning system and support from an international network 
of hotel chain does not mean that all the training programs progress smoothly at Nice 
Stay Hotel, however. As was reported during the interviews, unfortunately, there were a 
few problems that were hampering the training operation at Nice Stay Hotel. First of all, 
the disadvantage of running a ready-made system is that the HR department easily could 
fall into the trap of "event organizer" syndrome, similar to what was found at Port 
Master's HR department. The event organizer syndrome happens when the HR or training 
department has to manage so many training programs at the same time with a limited 
number of people that the job occupies the training department's time and energy and 
they had little time to do basic procedures in the ADDIE framework such as training 
needs analysis or TNA. Based on the interviews at Nice Stay Hotel, such a syndrome 
occurred in the organization as well, although to a lesser extent if compared to the similar 
situation at Port Master's HR department. 
For the TNA process, we did it for 2013 and for the year 2014 we have not done it 
yet. A lot of people here are not familiar with TNA. I am doing an in-depth TNA 
process with only directors and department heads because there is no time. I have 
to really dig deep in the interviews, analyze those interviews, what their progress 
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are. But only with directors and department heads, for positions below those two I 
do not have time, I can not, I only gave them questionnaires. (Tj 402) 
 
 Below is a summary of how Nice Stay Hotel employs all the practices and 
procedures of ADDIE framework (Table 12): 
Table 12. ADDIE Framework as Employed by Nice Stay Hotel 
 
Phase Description 
Analysis For training needs analysis Nice Stay Hotel interviews directors and 
department heads to gain their perspectives of training needs in their 
department, and distributes questionnaires for lower positions. 
Design and 
Development 
Little activity takes place at this stage because the whole learning 
structure, including learning topics, activities and materials, are pre-
packaged from the central office. They do not even need to look hard 
for meeting rooms, because many are available at the hotel. 
Implementation Multiple learning approaches, including classroom approach, on-the-
job training, e-learning, and self-study, were used at Nice Stay Hotel.  
Evaluation Paper-based evaluation measuring participants reaction to the learning 
activities are being used at Nice Stay Hotel, and interviews with 
managers and directors as well. However, due to the busy schedule of 
the training department's staff, the interviews were done infrequently. 
 
 
Conclusions 
Research Question1: What is the current distribution of approaches to individual 
and organizational learning in large commercial corporations in Indonesia? 
 
1. The prominent learning approach among the subject companies in this study is the 
classical classroom approach, especially the lecturing method (e.g. the teacher 
stands in front of the room and imparts his or her knowledge to the students). It is 
not surprising that all companies adopt this approach in their learning structure, 
because "sometimes the best way to convey information is to lecture. The lecture 
method can save time by coming directly to the point. It is probably the most 
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frequently used teaching method and the most familiar to your trainees..." 
(Mitchell, 2010). What I found surprising was that some companies still choose 
this learning approach as the sole learning approach in their companies, or they 
use other approaches very sparsely (in the cases of Port Master, Yummy Ice 
Cream, Strong Concrete, and Best Poultry). No evidence was found of these 
companies employing other approaches in their daily training events consistently, 
although in some cases they do use an alternative approach in learning sparingly 
(for example, an outbound-style training for the yearly company gathering). In 
general, the reason for employing this classroom approach is a combination of a 
very busy schedule, few training staff to help, convenience (lecture is still one of 
the easiest learning methods to organize), and general lack of care from the 
company leaders as long as the company has a list of training programs. 
2. Among the six companies in this study, two managed to truly adopt multiple 
learning approaches (Steam Ship Coffee and Nice Stay Hotel). In the case of Nice 
Stay Hotel, the company reaped this benefit by simply being a chain hotel in the 
international network of hotels, and therefore they already have a blueprint of the 
learning system they need to execute. Steam Ship Coffee's learning approach is 
motivated by company owners who are eager for innovation, core values that 
value learning and improvement, and a healthy work ethic that pushes employees 
to value learning. 
3. The complete list of distribution of learning approaches among the companies in 
this study is shown in Table 13. 
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Table 13. Distribution of Learning Approaches Among the Companies in this Study 
Company names Learning Approaches 
Steam Ship Coffee Classroom approach, On-the-job learning (mentorship), Learning 
circles in departments, coaching and counseling, innovation 
awards, external training programs. 
Port Master Classroom approach, external training programs 
Best Poultry Classroom approach 
Yummy Ice Cream Classroom approach, outbound-style training for company 
gathering 
Strong Concrete Classroom approach, outbound sessions 
Nice Stay Hotel Classroom approach, On-the-job learning, Job rotation, Self 
Study, Internet Learning 
 
4. Among these six companies, Steam Ship Coffee was probably the only one that 
employed all the practices of ADDIE framework quite well. Nice Stay Hotel and 
Strong Concrete adopted some practices of the framework quite well, but not the 
others. Other companies (Port Master, Yummy Ice Cream, and Best Poultry) 
either failed to adopt the practices, or they applied those practices in a highly 
unusual manner. 
5. Part of becoming a learning organization is inspiring the sense of ownership, 
pride, and passion for learning among the employees. In this regard, only Steam 
Ship Coffee was successful in inspiring them. 
6. Conclusions number four and five point to the important role corporate cultures 
play in the adoption and practice of ADDIE framework and learning methods. For 
example, in a corporate culture that stresses authority and bureaucracy such as 
Port Master's, ADDIE framework is deemed unnecessary. In place of the 
framework is the same schedule of training programs copied from last year with 
some topics added or subtracted from the schedule, based on directions from the 
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authority. ADDIE framework seems to function better in cultures that appreciate 
opinions of the employees (after all, ADDIE framework is designed to recognize 
learning needs of the employees). Similarly, in the corporate cultures that 
emphasize authority and bureaucracy, classical classroom method where the 
trainer acts as the authority figure departing knowledge seems to be the method of 
choice. More participative methods such as learning circles and discussions 
appear to flourish more in corporate cultures that appreciate bottom-up 
participation. 
  
Research Question 2: How have these approaches changed/evolved 
 over the last 20-30 years? 
Steamship Coffee 
 Steamship Coffee as a company in general has changed immensely since the 
founding of the company in 1927. The founder was a Chinese immigrant named Go Soe 
Loet who came to Indonesia on a steamship and decided to open a small coffee company 
based at his house in Surabaya, East Java. He decided to call this small coffee company 
"Steamship Coffee", drawing its inspiration from the very ship that took him from China 
to Indonesia because for him the steamship represented technological superiority and a 
symbol of luxury. Or as the HR director explained in the interview on why the company 
took on the name "Steamship Coffee": 
“…Because the owner came to Indonesia on a steamship, and at the time that 
became the symbol of modernization, symbol of supremacy of technology... It 
was the most modern ship at the time…When the owner came in 1925 or 1924, it 
was the most modern ship.” (PEV498)  
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 Starting with this symbol the owner and his family determined to build the 
company with the same vision of modernity and technological superiority. The HR 
director continued by explaining: 
"That (steamship) became a symbol and a value (of superior technology) at the 
same time. That's why our owner, when he sees old machines, he doesn't want 
them anymore. Almost every year he takes our plant managers to see new (coffee-
processing) machines. This coming month they will go on another trip to 
Germany to look at all the modern machines there. This is all part of Continuous 
Learning… Learning all the time… Every new machine requires new competence 
to be learned." 
 
 As we can observe from the last quotation, this spirit from the owner of always 
searching for the best machines and methods has over time become the company value of 
continuous improvement, which denotes that the company will always strive to improve 
itself in all aspects of operation. This value has seeped over to the management side as 
well, including the management of human resource development at the company. More 
than 30 years ago, the owner's family (by that time the owner's children have joined their 
father in managing the company) decided to keep improving the human resources by 
always learning the newest method in developing human resources. 
"The owners then realized that it was impossible to depend on them forever... If 
the company wanted to grow big it had to go professional. There was a 
willingness from the owners to let go some control of the company, and gave the 
control to professionals. So around the '90s they recruited many outsiders, 
including me. The process of releasing control (to professionals) was slowly 
taking place…Those years in the '90s were when this company started to grow... 
Around the year 2000s they started to adopt modern HR techniques such as 
Balance Score Card, Key Performance Indicator… and the modern management 
started and was being implemented. So they (the family) took the role as the 
supervising leaders… 
 
 Indeed, one theme that often surfaced during the interviews with different people 
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at Steamship Coffee was the theme of improvement. At different points of the interviews 
different persons asked me if I had any suggestions on how to improve their jobs or the 
training programs at Steamship Coffee. Expressing this theme more explicitly, the HR 
director commented: 
“…because one of our values is continuous learning. So that value is held by all 
members of our organization, that we have to improve and learn all the time. In 
the factories we have Kaizen or 5R or whatever you call it… They all have their 
training programs that they need to master. So all the time we have to learn 
continuously…” (PEV 207) 
 
 Motivated by this spirit of continuous improvement beginning approximately 
from the year 2000, the company started adopting many techniques and methods of 
modern management. It was around that time that the owners crystallized the vision, 
mission, and values of the company into concrete statements, and around 2011 those 
statements were revisited and revised into their current wordings. Training programs, 
which started with a single approach of classroom sessions, were modernized by adding 
other methods such as learning circles, innovation awards, coaching and counseling 
sessions. The present form of the company's strategy in developing human resources 
consists of all the methods and approaches that were already described in the previous 
section. 
 The next step that is already planned by Steamship Coffee's HR department 
includes adding Internet learning and knowledge management into the repertoire of these 
learning approaches. They believe Internet learning and knowledge management will be 
vital in the future, especially with the company's plan on opening branches in big cities in 
Asia. 
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 In the future, Steamship Coffee plans to incorporate all these learning approaches 
under one umbrella organization that is called Steamship Coffee Global Institute. This 
corporate university will be the center for all learning activities in Steamship Coffee and 
a strategic partner of Steamship Coffee's top management.  
“So every team and every unit has a contribution towards the realization of 
Steamship Coffee Global Institute. We already talked to all managers about this. 
We gave them the vision. We looked at that vision. We started from the simple 
things. We at least have to get used to keep learning, learning, learning…” (PEV 
980) 
 
Port Master 
 As a company, historically, Port Master is rooted in the Dutch company that 
managed all the ports in Indonesia during the Dutch occupation of Indonesia 
(approximately from the 1700s until 1945). In 1960 the Dutch company was formally 
taken over by the Indonesian government and it was named Port Master. As was the 
custom at that time in Indonesia, the company did not have training programs; employees 
learned by doing their jobs. 
 Beginning in the 1980's Port Master started applying modern management 
techniques, including opening training classes for employees. Initially the classes were 
divided into three groups with the following names: Substantial classes (kelas 
Substansial), Managerial classes (kelas manajerial), and formal classes (kelas formal).  
This structure that consists of three levels of program has stayed intact through the 
present time, with the later addition of what are called classes of "pengembangan 
wawasan" (loosely translated it means "horizon opening"). Descriptions of these levels 
were already provided in previous section.  
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 At the present time these four levels of programs are what constitute the learning 
structure at Port Master. However, the number of classes, programs, and workshops on 
each level are so numerous that the human resource department has been very busy in 
arranging and managing the schedule. This busy schedule, as discussed in the previous 
section, has prevented the HR department from applying basic training techniques such 
as training needs analysis and evaluation. The director admitted that the company needs 
to start adopting these basic techniques soon, although she expressed her exasperation 
that she "doesn't know when she will have time for that."   
 When the conversation shifts to Port Master's plan for the future of training and 
learning in the organization, the training director's tone changed to becoming more 
enthusiastic. She explained that in the future Port Master planned on owning a corporate 
university.  
Subject: (My superior) told me that we want to develop more, to become a 
corporate university… 
Me: May I know why? 
Subject: Corporate University is… you know…more integrated… It is an 
independent entity that manages training... So the training is more professional… 
The curriculum is all set, the teaching staff is permanent. Internal speakers are OK 
too, as long as they are certified. (D 618)  
 
Best Poultry Indonesia, Solo branch 
 Refreshing our discussion from the previous section, Best Poultry's learning 
structure in its present form is relatively modest compared to other companies in this 
study. It relies on the classroom approach, and because of the budget limitation it has to 
depend on speakers and trainers from Best Poultry's central office in Jakarta. The 
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company does not even employ staff that concentrates full-time on training and instead it 
has generalist HR staff that manages diverse HR responsibilities including recruitment, 
remuneration and even the company's security force. Knowing the current situation, it 
was a surprise to learn during the interviews that in the past training had a big presence at 
the company with many classes offered to the employees and one batch of training 
programs after another was launched for the employees.  
 Best Poultry first launched its feed mill operations in Indonesia in 1972 after its 
parent company enjoyed success in its country for many decades. As a branch Best 
Poultry at the time had to rely on its parent company for management support, including 
HRD management. It was not until the 1980s that Best Poultry managed to become more 
or less independent and enjoyed stable growth and profits. Along with the growing profits 
the management began to offer in-class training sessions to employees, although the 
numbers were small at the time. In the late 1990s the company started to set aside a big 
portion of its profits for training programs. The big budget for training programs reached 
its peak around 2003 when it came to billions of Rupiahs per year. As the HR director 
said in the interview: 
Subject: Yes, in 2003 our budget was big... We made contracts with big training 
vendors, they can lead up to 40 or 50 batches of training sessions. The fee for one 
batch was in in the tens of millions (Rupiahs)... and we did that on a routine base 
for the whole company... the total budget for training (at the time) was in the tens 
of billions (of Rupiahs).... 
 
 Armed with the big budget the HR department invited famous speakers and 
trainers from all over the country, and even some artists, to lead their training sessions. 
The HR director named some famous names in Indonesia such as AB Susanto from the 
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Jakarta Consulting Group, marketing experts from MarkPlus, personal trainers of 
(Indonesian artists) Ade Rai and Agnes Monica, and others as some of the big names they 
had invited to lead training sessions at Best Poultry. 
  Unfortunately, this big budget was not combined with other sound practices in the 
HR department. A proper analysis of training needs was never developed (through the 
present time!) - resulting in training content that did not answer real needs of the 
employees, and an HR department that did not function as a strategic partner, but instead 
only acted in an administrative capacity. This becomes apparent in this quotation from an 
interview with the HR director: 
In 2003 we acted only as a personnel office, meaning that we did only 
administrative stuff... we simply input stuff into the system…that's all. Users 
looked for their own candidates, tested the candidates, interviewed them…When 
they got the right person they just threw the data to us, “Here... You input the data 
into the system”... We were simply typists...  
 
 Another problem that the HR director reminisced from the year 2003 was that 
other departments treated the HR department as “a trash can”, in the sense that whenever 
they had a staff person that they judged as irreparably incompetent or bad they would 
transfer that person to become an HR staffer. In the words of the HR director: 
The personnel department was a trash can back then. And what I mean by trash 
can is that, the way I see it, there was nobody competent in the department. That 
was going on for three years until 2006... whenever they had a problematic person 
in another department... what would people say? “Just transfer him to the HR 
department”. As soon as I was in I told them I do not want that to happen again... 
When I looked back, staff that I had, back then, was all trash from other 
departments... 
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 It is an interesting paradox that a company willing to set aside billions of Rupiahs 
for training would fail to implement proper system and techniques in the HR department. 
Yet that was exactly what happened at Best Poultry in the past. This situation continued 
until around 2006, when the board of directors decided to have a thorough evaluation of 
the contribution of training programs to the company's bottom line. They quickly came to 
the conclusion that the contribution was zero, meaning that all those expensive training 
programs did not have any effects to the company productivity. Consequently, the next 
year the board of directors decided to reduce the training budget to zero and closed all 
training programs at Best Poultry. From 2007 until approximately 2009 training programs 
were non-existent at Best Poultry because the board decided against budgeting a single 
cent for training.  
 Beginning around 2010 the board of directors softened their stance and started 
allowing training programs to be budgeted and organized. However, the golden era of big 
budgeted training programs and celebrity trainers was over. The HR department had to 
explain every expense in their training budget, and they were no longer allowed to invite 
expensive celebrity speakers or trainers for their training series. Instead, they had to 
depend on internal resources from the central office in Jakarta for their speakers/trainers. 
 Learning from failure of the past, going to the future, the HR director plans on 
improving the learning structure at Best Poultry by targeting "behavioral change" for all 
the training programs, which in this case means that all learning initiatives should bring 
real changes in employees behaviors. Unlike most other organizations in this study, there 
was no mention of a corporate university/institute as a future goal.  
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Yummy Ice Cream 
 The company that now is known as Yummy Ice Cream began as CV Pranoto, a 
home industry in Surabaya in 1972. Darmo Hadipranoto and his wife started the company 
by producing ice cream in their home garage in small batches. The ice cream was sold on 
bicycles at first, and when the company steadily grew bigger they sold the ice cream in 
many local restaurants in Surabaya.  As a family business, however, Yummy Ice Cream 
did not have any organized training programs in the company. Employees learned by 
watching their co-workers performing their daily jobs. Many employees held more than 
one responsibility, and on-the-job learning just took place naturally without any formal 
structures. 
 In 1994 the company's name was changed to its current name to reflect a big 
change in the ownership as some of the company's shares were bought by Ultrajaya Milk 
Industry, a big national company with the core business in dairy products. The 
Hadipranoto family still owns majority of shares, however, and their family members still 
hold important key positions in the company. The purchase of shares by Ultrajaya Milk 
Industry also signifies the beginning of modernization in this family company. Yummy 
Ice Cream's management started to open training classes, mostly for orientation and 
socialization of rules and policies for new employees. 
 In conjunction with the company's subsequent growth, more and more training 
classes were offered to the employees. However, training classes were limited to 
management staff, with topics ranging from leadership to supervisor skills. Factory 
workers were still mostly expected to learn on the job, with the only classes that were 
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offered to workers were on the topics around work safety. However, even with those 
class offerings, planning and coordination were very minimal. Those classes were 
organized spontaneously as the needs arose, without any attempt to create a yearly 
schedule. 
Subject: At that time.... training was very simple. If we need a training program at 
a given time, we just organized it right there. So we scheduled the training 
program, then we looked for the trainer, and other preparation, everything was 
done just then and there. There was no planning at beginning of the year.  
 
 This lack of coordination changed in 2010 when Yummy Ice Cream decided to 
adopt the ISO quality standards because of their aspiration of improving all facets of 
operations in the company. One of the requirements for ISO certification is for the 
organization to have a well-managed training system. Due to this outside pressure, 
Yummy Ice Cream began to schedule and organize formal training classes. Many classes 
were added as part of the ISO standard requirement, such as: 5 S (Sort, Systematic 
Arrangement, Shine, Standardize, and Sustain) classes, safety at workplace (K3- 
Kesehatan dan keselamatan kerja), Good manufacturing practice and other classes on 
quality work standards. 
 
Strong Concrete 
 Strong Concrete began its history in 1969 as a division under another company, a 
big cement company in East Java, Indonesia. As the company grew bigger, the 
management board came to realize that the division that produces concretes had 
outgrown its parent company in terms of customer base and service. Therefore, the 
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decision was made in 1974 to separate this division as its own company under the name 
of Strong Concrete. 
 As a new company Strong Concrete already had its HR department at the time 
that they inherited from the parent company. Training programs were scarce, however, 
and they were limited in their scope and purpose to give orientations to new employees. 
Once they started working, those employees came to learn on the job by observing their 
fellow employees. This learning arrangement mostly stayed the same until 1990, when 
due to their contacts with international organizations the management board decided to 
open classes for managers to improve their management and English language skills. The 
learning approach was the classroom, classical method, and the classes were scheduled 
only when the needs arose. As the company grew, more classes were added. The English 
program became regular because many managers had to be sent abroad to meet their 
business contacts. An outbound-style training program was added to their leadership 
courses for managers and supervisors. However, their learning approach stayed the same, 
the classical classroom approach. 
 Approximately two years before the interviews were conducted, the management 
board decided to rejuvenate their learning approach. They decided to open the training 
center about 16 months after that, with the mission to accelerate company growth by 
offering more training classes to employees, including employees at their branches in 
other cities. 
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Nice Stay Hotel 
 As part of an international hotel chain, Nice Stay Hotel's training department 
enjoys a learning system that is supported by the international chain, and therefore does 
not need to invent its own system. In fact, the chain's headquarters discourages its 
branches from tinkering with the current system and inventing their own. This may seem 
to defy modern management theories that value innovation and creativity, but there are 
valid arguments behind it. Every hospitality business stresses the importance of employee 
competence and employee's qualities, because employees are the frontline that comes 
into direct contact with customers everyday. Quality of service depends on the quality of 
employees, and in terms of training, quality translates into knowledge, skills and attitudes 
of the employees. Training, therefore, is essential in the hotel business because it 
improves the knowledge and skills of the employees while at the same time it motivates 
them to provide excellent service to guests. A professional training system that has been 
tested for many years by different hotel locations is therefore desired more than a system 
that requires training staff to invent their own training methods. Another factor that 
contributes to the uniformity of training systems is obviously the fact that service 
standards need to be uniform in all branches of the hotel chain, so wherever guests travel 
around the world, they can expect the same standard of service. 
 It is therefore not an exaggeration to say that the evolution of the learning system 
of Nice Stay Hotel is uniform in all the branches. The whole system evolves together, and 
every time there is an innovation in the learning approach the central organization 
ensures that it is distributed to all branches. 
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 When the Surabaya branch of Nice Stay Hotel was established in 2005, the 
current learning system that was depicted in previous section was already in place except 
the “Ashridge Virtual Learning Resource Center” because the infrastructures were not 
ready yet at the time. However, three years later the Internet learning system was 
installed, and the current learning architecture that was described previously was set into 
place.  
 
Conclusions 
Research Question 2:  
 
How have these approaches changed/evolved over the last 20-30 years? 
 
1. These companies have evolved in different trajectories in the past 20-30 years. 
Each company has developed its learning architecture in the past 30 years 
distinctively. 
2. However, it can be concluded that the overall theme that describes the evolution 
of workplace learning in Indonesia is the movement from chaos (no/little 
structure) to rigid structure, s described in Table 14 below. 
Table 14. The Evolution of Workplace Learning in Indonesia 
Chaos Structure 
No formal learning program Sophisticated learning architecture 
Informal mentoring Classroom/Lecturing approach 
No classes Many training classes 
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Research Question 3: How do interview respondents feel that  
current practices and historical changes do or do not reflect their own views 
 and assumptions about effective individual and organizational learning,  
and the company policies regarding learning? 
 
Steam Ship Coffee 
 As it was described in the previous discussion, Steam Ship Coffee's learning 
structure could be considered well-managed and quite advanced, especially compared to 
some of the other companies in this study. This will become more apparent as we look at 
how the current learning practices affect the views and assumptions about learning of 
Steam Ship Coffee's employees. 
 At Steam Ship Coffee interview sessions were conducted with the HR director, 
training coordinator, plant coordinator and a few staff. During those interview sessions a 
few themes or topics surfaced consistently. Two of the themes that represent how 
Steamship Coffee employees view learning are “pride” and “ownership.” More than one 
employee expressed the idea that learning is something that belongs to all employees and 
not only to HR people, and that they take pride in the quality of learning process at 
Steamship Coffee. The next two quotations underscore these themes: 
Subject: (Learning) is in line with our policies... Our values. Continuous 
development of human resources.... This is rarely found outside.... 
Me: Are you saying that this kind of learning environment does not exist in other 
companies? 
Subject: Very rare. In other companies they will complain if company asks you to 
come for learning outside of working hours. Here.... they all come without anyone 
forcing them. (FGD2, 508) 
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So learning is actually one of the ways we put into our culture the notion that we 
are proud to work at this company (PEV 590) 
 
Subject: Because HR is not only HRD's business. HR is everybody's business. 
Why? Because with excellent human resources we can manufacture quality 
products. And that is very important..... So all departments here believe that HR is 
not only HRD's business but all of us. With great human resources, work is 
better... (FGD2, 458) 
 
 These two themes, pride and ownership of the learning process at Steamship 
Coffee, color the comments from subjects during interviews. They even reported that this 
sense of ownership is so strong that employees are willing to come for training sessions 
on Saturdays or outside working hours without getting paid, as can also be seen from the 
first of the two quotations above. 
 I have to admit that the first time I heard such a comment about sense of pride and 
ownership of learning process at Steamship Coffee I was very much doubtful of its 
validity and wondering if they were trying to sell me an image that is not true. However, 
one interview after another with various people including regular staff confirmed that the 
themes are valid and that the employees do feel a sense of pride and ownership in the 
learning process. Anecdotal stories were told about how they, even regular staff, are 
willing to go an extra mile and even sacrifice their pleasures for learning. 
Subject A: So our continuous learning is not limited by time. Even on days off 
they are ready to come to learn 
Subject B: Even on Saturdays. We call Saturdays “Full-day school” (laughing). 
They come from 8 AM until 5 PM. We facilitate them to learn. Different 
departments take turn teaching them. (FGD 251) 
Subject: Even on holidays we are ready to come. Outside working hours, 
whenever you need us we are ready to come. It is our slogan, loyalty without 
limits. (FGD 767) 
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 Obviously this kind of work ethic, pride and sense of ownership is something that 
all companies want to emulate, because with such a sense of pride and ownership the 
company does not need to force employees to work or to attend training programs and 
they will put the efforts in by themselves. Big, innovative companies in the US such as 
Whole Foods and Gore are trying to plant the same sense of pride and ownership among 
their employees (Hamel, 2007). The remaining question is how does Steamship Coffee 
achieve such a sense of ownership among its employees? One manager at Steamship 
Coffee offered an explanation: 
We can see the statements of vision-mission and values plastered everywhere.... 
Every new employee in this organization has to go through what Ms. Agnes calls 
SBT, [Steamship Coffee] Basic Training.... In this training program we are asked 
to criticize and understand the vision and mission of the company... that's where 
the "brain-washing" happens... that's where the Pancasila and UUD 45 (Pancasila 
is Indonesia's national state philosophy, while UUD 45 is Indonesia's national 
constitution) are. We change our paradigms there, and this is according to the 
statements of the owner (of the company). The owner wants us to be like this. 
When you come into the organization this is the direction you have to take, are 
you going to do it or not? If not, you become the odd one around here.... (FGD2, 
921) 
 
 In the quotation above, the manager identified the vision and mission statements 
of the company and their socialization process (the Steamship Coffee Basic Training) as 
the agent that changed novice employees into developing the sense of ownership and 
pride that was described above. The second factor that contributed to the development of 
this work ethic among the employees is how these vision, mission and values statements 
are being socialized through examples from the owner and the presence of the vision, 
mission, and values statements in every building at Steamship Coffee. This socialization 
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process is a further confirmation to these employees that these statements are to be taken 
seriously.  
 
Port Master 
Me: ... My impression is that your job is basically like a traffic cop that directs 
cars coming and going 
Subject: Exactly. Today I had to double check requirements for my two staff that 
will go overseas... tomorrow they are leaving... and then suddenly there was a 
request for another training program that has to be expedited.... I don't even have 
time to attend training programs myself...(L195) 
 
 A strong but mostly implicit image about the role of training staff at Port Master 
is that of a traffic cop directing busy traffic around them, as admitted by the training 
coordinator in the quotation above. What this image implies is that the training 
department has become too busy managing the implementation of training programs 
everyday (booking and setting-up meeting rooms, coordinating with speakers, etc.) that 
they lost their focus on the bigger picture of training management as described in the 
ADDIE framework (the whole cycle of Analysis, development, design, implementation, 
and evaluation of training programs). As the result they have failed to apply proper 
training needs analysis and evaluation, which was already discussed previously. 
 This implicit image reflects the underneath assumption that the training 
department's job is similar to an event coordinator that simply organizes training events 
without having to worry about the linkage to business needs. The big training budget at 
Port Master in this case has become an impediment as opposed to an advantage for the 
training division, as it compels them to spend the budget on as many training programs as 
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possible. This image and the description that surrounds this image apply perfectly for the 
situation at Port Master's training division. 
 Another theme that often surfaced during the interview sessions and observation 
at Port Master is "bureaucratic". By using the word "bureaucratic", I am implying two 
different qualities that I observed as true in how "things are done" at Port Master. The 
first one is the high degree of formality and the rigid procedures that are evident in the 
running of things at Port Master. The second quality is evident in how everything goes 
top-down at Port Master, in the sense that approval and direction from the top are of 
primary importance. 
 This bureaucratic tendency was apparent from the first contact with Port Master. 
The moment I stepped into their office buildings there was an atmosphere of formality 
and orderliness. As you would hope to see in government offices, there were rows of 
desks for the office staff that can be found in most of the rooms, while for mid-level 
managers there were cubicles. The top managers have their own office rooms with big 
desks. Unlike most companies that I came into contact with, Port Master required a 
meeting between me and the director (which was not a person I was supposed to 
interview). During the meeting the director spent most of the meeting time explaining to 
me about Port Master and how things were done in their organization.  
 During the interviews it also became apparent that there are procedures and 
formality to follow in managing and conducting the training programs. As an example, 
there was a strong emphasis at Port Master's training division of the need for 
"certification"; i.e. when somebody will be promoted to a certain position, he or she 
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needs to show that he is "certified" for the position by having attended some training 
classes. In this matter, the term "certified" was used literally as the person needs to show 
the certificates they have obtained from attending relevant training sessions. At Port 
Master this is called the doctrine "didik lalu duduk" which can be loosely translated as 
one has to be educated first (didik) before one can hold a position (duduk). The 
implication is that before someone is to be promoted to a certain position at Port Master, 
he or she will have to show evidence (in the form of training certificates) of having 
attended X number of certain training programs. 
So with the certification process the expectation is that before someone holds a 
position that person will have to be educated first. It used to be that you hold the 
position first, then you get educated. Now we change that.... Although in some 
cases that is still true, a person already holds a position without having the 
(training) certificates. Going forward we are going to make sure that those who 
are promoted will already have the certificates.... (L96) 
 
 The consequence of this "didik lalu duduk" doctrine on training program is that it 
easily multiplies the number of training programs the training division has to provide. For 
every managerial candidate that is to be promoted, the training division has to either 
organize training classes or send the candidate to external training providers so he or she 
will have the proper "certification" by the time of promotion. Multiplying the number of 
candidates by the number of certificates they have to earn for promotion would give us an 
estimate number of training programs that have to be provided. This doctrine, therefore, 
partly explains the huge number of training programs that training division has to 
manage. 
 Another symptom of bureaucracy at Port Master is how everything has to get 
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formal authorization from the central training division. For example, when a department 
decides that they need a training program on a particular topic, they have to write a 
proposal first. The training division will review the proposal and, if approved the training 
division will then issue an "SP" (Surat Perintah; it literally means "Command Letter") for 
the department to organize the training program. And even during training sessions a 
representative from training division has to be physically present to open and close the 
sessions as if to show that those sessions had been approved and blessed by the authority.   
  This story further confirmed and revealed a few important points regarding the 
company culture and hidden assumptions about decision making in the training 
department of Port Master and probably even the whole company. Firstly, the CEO and 
those in higher authority have the last word in making decisions. Secondly, even if the 
reasoning behind the decision is flawed and not based on proper training theories, e.g. 
sending thirty people to overseas training programs because "I already told mass media," 
hardly qualifies as a proper training decision, the subordinates should still obey the 
decision. Thirdly, it underscores the existing lax attitude regarding the value of money at 
Port Master (and I suspect this is a prevalent attitude in many government offices in 
Indonesia). Funding thirty people to take overseas Master degree programs obviously 
involves a large amount of money on their budget, and it was irresponsible to spend such 
a large amount without a proper reasoning behind the decision. 
 
Best Poultry 
 Similar to what the study found at Port Master, there is a strong assumption at 
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Best Poultry that the training staff's role is akin to an event organizer. As has been 
explained previously, the "event organizer" syndrome implies a training department that 
has become too busy managing the implementation of training programs everyday 
(booking and setting-up meeting rooms, coordinating with speakers, etc.), a department 
that has lost its focus on the bigger picture of training management as described in the 
ADDIE framework (the whole cycle of analysis, development, design, implementation, 
and evaluation of training programs). When this happens, training stops its contribution 
to the real performance at work, which is what happened at Best Poultry. The HR director 
and staff at Best Poultry apparently noticed the same problem, because in the interviews 
they made these comments: 
Subject: When we get to key behaviors, training will be much better. I agree that 
training should target behavioral change. When Best Poultry had billions of 
dollars in training budget, we never got to behavioral change. We only tested pre-
test and post-test... the behaviors were never tested. After training is there any 
behavioral change? We never measured it, that was our mistake, I think.... The 
employees supervisor has to check for behavioral change... (A, 440) 
Me: If you could have your ideal training process in this company what would it 
look like? 
Subject: The training has to touch behaviors, is there any change in behaviors or 
not?... Don't leave it to employees to change by themselves.... (T, 854)  
 
 Perhaps in a hint of irony, the HR manager at Best Poultry actually made the same 
observation about another training manager having this "event organizer syndrome". 
During the interview with him, the HR manager told me a story about a friend of his, a 
training manager at a big bank in Indonesia. Apparently, this friend also found himself in 
the same situation that Best Poultry's HR department found themselves in. This is readily 
apparent from this quotation from my interview with BPI's HR manager: 
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My friend who also works in training told me, "I don't even have time to think of 
behavior change, I am too busy with all the training programs that are poured 
down on me". You can imagine what happens when 10% of a big company's 
profit is set aside for training.... This training program is not over yet, another one 
is already coming. This batch is not yet over, that batch has already started.... 
Finally my comment is that I am feeling sorry for him. Yes, he is working for a 
big company, but basically his job is only as an event organizer. He doesn't have 
time to talk about any behavior change (in training)... He spends a lot of his time 
negotiating with different hotels (as potential host of training events), sometimes 
he doesn't come home for a week... It keeps going like that... I told him that in 
reality he is nothing more but an event organizer. (He replied,) "I am basically a 
bully negotiator in haggling prices with hotels... I bully them into giving me cheap 
prices".... He accompanies the trainer, finished, tomorrow he is repeating the same 
cycle again... over and over... week to week, month to month, year to year... He is 
inviting all the big names of trainers that are available out there to lead training 
sessions, even names that I have never heard of... You can imagine that's what 
happens when you have a super big training budget... 10% of the company's 
budget is like 900 billion Rupiahs, no wonder he is inviting everybody (to lead his 
training programs)....  
 
 Even though Best Poultry's HR manager at the time was describing a different 
company, the image it conjured could be applied to the HR department at Port Master, 
Best Poultry or any other companies that are experiencing the same problem; the image 
of someone who is too busy directing and programming multiple things coming and 
going at the same time and hardly has time to do anything else of substance. Although 
this syndrome exists to a lesser extent at Best Poultry compared to what was found at Port 
Master, similarly it has prevented the HR department from managing learning programs 
effectively at Best Poultry. 
 
Yummy Ice Cream 
 Yummy Ice Cream is a company that revitalized its training programs because of 
outside pressure (in this case the ISO quality standards) as was described earlier in this 
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writing. In itself, the decision to revitalize the learning system is something to be 
commended, but oftentimes the existing assumptions or views regarding learning stays 
unchanged. This seems to be the case with Yummy Ice Cream's top management team, 
especially with the change to some extent being forced by the ISO standards. One of the 
assumptions that was difficult to change was that training is a cost and a nuisance to the 
"real" world of work. In Yummy Ice Cream this manifested as complaints from the 
management that training is a waste of money, or sending people to training takes away 
precious time that the employees should have spent working. 
Subject: Training is difficult because it takes away working hours... The common 
problem in mid-size to small companies is that training taking away working 
hours, the department heads do not want to be bothered... Those are common in 
companies... In this company, after we applied ISO standards, whether we want it 
or not we still have to do it. So finally we formed the training division.... (L, 243) 
 
Strong Concrete 
 As has been described in previous sections, even though Strong Concrete had a 
long history in building their corporate learning structures, the company had gone 
through a rejuvenation process in their learning structures merely eight months prior to 
the interviews by creating a new training center. In regards to the Training Center, one 
theme that often surfaced during the interviews was "ambition", in the sense that among 
the HRD staff of Strong Concrete there is a big ambition of turning the training center 
into a prestigious corporate university that will serve not only Strong Concrete, but also 
other companies in Indonesia.  
Me: ... In the future, what is your vision regarding training and learning in this 
company? 
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Subject: Like a supermarket. I want this training center to be like a supermarket, 
all-in-one shop, so people who want to know about machines, about how to 
produce concrete, they can come to the training center... We will become like a 
university, if I cannot use the image of a shop, it's like a university... whatever 
you want to study you can come to us. (T560) 
Subject: I believe that in the future this training center will become very big... It is 
my dream, I already talked about it with Mr. T, Mr. F, and Mr. W., that I want 
people from even outside the company to learn about concrete from us. We will 
become a learning university, a learning corporation, so that people from Jaya 
Mix, from Holcim, from Semen Gresik, they can come to us to learn about 
concrete, we have the program. Isn't that cool? (D661) 
 
 Those quotations above described in clear terms the ambition that existed in 
Strong Concrete regarding the future of this training center. Even though at the time of 
the interviews the training center was just in its infancy stage, they believed that this 
training center will become a big corporate learning institution with national customers.  
Mr. T, who is in charge of the training center, shares the ambition, and he is very 
confident of his ability to achieve that ambition. Indeed, his confidence may sound like a 
bit too much and some may interpret it as being arrogant:  
Subject: The reason why I can tell you all this, why I can do it for Strong 
Concrete is because I am competent. If I am not competent I will die... The 
problem now is how I transfer this competence to others... 
Subject: ...You (all the HR experts) can only talk, I have already done it. They 
only talk partially, I am here marrying all the books from (HR experts) Rothwell, 
Ulrich, Kotler... I mix all of them into one, and I can create a new "dish" that is 
much better than them. So they just talk about concept, they have never done 
those strategies, I have already done them all... (F 503) 
 
 Another assumption that surfaced during the interviews was the perception that 
becoming a trainer is prestigious or "training is prestigious".  
Me: OK, with the transition into this new training center, what kind of changes 
have you felt regarding training in this company? 
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Subject: Mmmm... I think it is good. Now there is a training center, we are more 
focused. We also have trainer club.... It has 24 members if I'm not mistaken.... Its 
impacts to the employees... it means that there is prestige... It means that 
becoming a trainer in this company carries a different "price". I'm not talking 
financially... but the prestige. I always told the director, "Please appreciate the 
trainers"... Why? So that other employees will be motivated, finding out that 
training is cool. This training center should become prestigious. That's what I 
hope... there is prestige, other people will compete to become trainers... So this 
training center should become a prestige in this company.  (D, 136) 
 
Considering that previously we already discussed the "ambitious" theme at Strong 
Concrete, this "prestigious" theme further underscored how positive the outlook is 
regarding training and learning at Strong Concrete, to the point of bordering on being 
naive and unrealistic. 
 
Nice Stay Hotel  
 As has been mentioned repeatedly in this writing, Nice Stay Hotel is a chain hotel 
and therefore finds itself in a unique situation unparalleled by any other companies in this 
research study. Being part of an international network of chain hotels has its benefits; and 
in terms of its training programs, one of the benefits is inheriting a well-designed and 
well-supported learning system from its headquarters in the US. While other 
organizations in this study (and I suspect most companies in Indonesia as well) can only 
dream of having Internet Learning or an e-learning system, Nice Stay Hotel has enjoyed 
it for many years. However, what is difficult to change are the people's assumptions or 
views regarding learning. The training manager at Nice Stay Hotel complained about 
how difficult it was to ask their employees to engage in self-study because of their 
assumption that learning is a class-room experience. According to the training manager, 
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the employees were unwilling to sit still for even 30 minutes in front of computer to 
engage in the self-study or Internet learning approach.  
Subject: In my opinion e-learning is still hard to be applied in Indonesia. The 
reason is that operational people, the kitchen staff, service workers, operational 
people, they find it hard to sit still in front of the computer screen. That mode of 
learning is something they find difficult, while in Nice Stay Hotel a lot of the 
learning packages are setup as self-study... (Tj 53) 
 
 In order to remedy this problem the training manager finds herself having to 
literally sit with the employees in front of the computer to ensure that they were doing it. 
She was blaming a certain culture or assumption in the company as the culprit behind the 
employees unwillingness to spend time in self-study. 
Subject: What I don't like in this company is the culture of baby-sitting. E-
learning is an example of this culture. E-learning only takes 30 minutes of 
watching videos, then answering some questions. Failing or not failing to answer 
those questions, you still get a certificate anyway.... But even for something as 
simple as that I have to literally sit next to the employee, to wait on him. For 30 
minutes I am doing nothing, only helping him study... I already sent the 
instruction step by step through emails..., but they still won't do it unless I am 
physically there... They are like little children who refuse to do anything unless 
the babysitter is there.... (Tj 329) 
 
 Another problem that comes uniquely from its position as a chain hotel is the 
dualism of authority. Oftentimes whenever the Nice Stay Hotel organization purports to 
start a chain hotel in an area, instead of erecting a new hotel building the organization 
often chooses to enter into a contractual arrangement with a local businessperson, who 
already owns a hotel building. The local businessperson provides the land and building, 
while the hotel chain brings its system, personnel and expertise to the business 
arrangement. This happens to be the same arrangement that exists in its branch in 
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Surabaya that becomes the study subject. In this branch, the arrangement has brought 
along another problem because the local owner of the building has her own office in the 
hotel building and has even exerted some authority in the decision-making in the past. 
This owner used to micro-manage hotel operations in the past, but ever since the new 
General Manager took over in 2013 this has become less of a problem. However, this 
local owner is still emotionally close to many old employees, and, unfortunately, she 
sometimes expresses her disagreement about training programs and viewed the training 
programs as a waste of money.   
Subject: I sometimes heard the owner told us that training is a waste of money, so 
she still does not have the mindset of training as an investment... So, for example, 
we send our people to attend a training program in another city... Sending people 
out of town requires money. The owner said that it is a cost, while it is actually an 
investment. Those people get new skills, they can manage people better... the 
training results cannot be seen immediately... This makes the owner thinking that 
training is a waste of money... (Tj 278)  
 
 
Conclusions 
RQ 3: How do interview respondents feel that current practices 
and historical changes do or do not reflect their own views and assumptions 
about effective individual and organizational learning, and the  
company policies regarding learning? 
 
 In the attempt to answer this question I gathered all the views and assumptions 
regarding corporate learning based on all the interview sessions, views and assumptions 
that belong not only to the respondents but also additionally those of the company leaders 
as reported by the respondents. All of those views/assumptions are shown in Table 15. 
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Table 15. Views and Assumptions Regarding Corporate Learning Based on 
Interview Sessions 
 
Assumptions/Views Description Exhibited by companies 
Pride Pride of the learning system in their 
company 
Steamship Coffee, 
Strong Concrete 
Ownership Strong feeling of ownership of the 
learning initiatives, in some cases to the 
point of being willing to sacrifice own 
pleasure 
Steamship Coffee 
Event Organizer/ 
Traffic Cop 
syndrome 
Assumption that training staff's 
responsibility is to manage daily 
administrative tasks such as setting up 
rooms, coordinating with speakers, etc. 
while forgetting the big picture of 
training responsibilities (the ADDIE 
framework) 
Port Master, Best 
Poultry, Yummy Ice 
Cream, Nice Stay Hotel 
Bureaucratism/baby-
sitting syndrome 
Assumption that initiative in learning is 
top-down, everything needs to be 
controlled or supervised from the top, 
unwillingness to give up control to the 
departments 
Port Master, Strong 
Concrete, Nice Stay 
Hotel  
Training as Lecture View that learning or training is first and 
foremost a classical lecture approach 
Port Master, Best 
Poultry, Yummy Ice 
Cream, Strong Concrete 
Training as Cost View that training or learning in 
corporate world is wasteful and taking 
away resources and time from the "real" 
work 
Yummy Ice Cream, 
Nice Stay Hotel 
Prestige View that training profession is 
prestigious 
Strong Concrete 
Ambition View that the future of their corporate 
learning structure is something grandiose 
such as a Corporate University, 
Corporate Academy 
Steamship Coffee, Port 
Master, Strong 
Concrete 
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Research Question 4: What are the organizational dynamics that determine the 
evolution over time of different approaches to the improvement of employee 
performance, of the changing approaches to individual and organizational learning? 
 
 In order to answer research question number four I decided to present the answer 
in one global discussion instead of dividing the answer in separate sections for each 
company, which was my outline for the previous research questions. The decision to 
change the outline was made to avoid repetition of quotations and discussions from the 
previous sections and to streamline answers according to aspects of organizational 
dynamics. Answering the research question, what follow are aspects of organizational 
dynamics that determine the evolution of different learning approaches in the 
organizations analyzed in this research study: 
 
1. Organizational Culture 
 According to Edgar Schein, organizational culture (2010, p. 18) is "... a pattern of 
shared basic assumptions learned by a group as it solved problems of external adaptation 
and internal integration, which has worked well enough to be considered valid and, 
therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in 
relation to those problems." Understanding culture as "a pattern of shared basic 
assumptions" flows directly from our discussion on research question number three about 
assumptions and views about learning. Indeed, simply reading about the list of 
assumptions at the end of our discussion of research question number three would give us 
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preliminary ideas about the types of cultures each company has.  
 Based on sessions of interviews and observation in this research study it was clear 
that each company's organizational cultures are one of the strong determinants of the 
learning approach selected by the company (regardless whether the selection process was 
an intentional, conscious one or whether it was selected inadvertently without any 
conscious intention). An obvious example from this study would be the case of Steam 
Ship Coffee. Grounded in the beginning story of the company's founder and based on the 
vision and mission of the company, Steamship Coffee's top management intentionally 
crafted the company's cultural values to recognize and prize continuous improvement, 
learning, and self-initiative. These values subsequently became the driving force in 
choosing a learning structure and approaches that were consistent with those values. For 
example, the selection of learning circles as one method in their learning structure was an 
excellent application of the values of continuous improvement and self-initiative. On the 
other hand, Port Master case was an example of how a cultural value, in this case the top 
down, highly bureaucratic value, could also be chosen unintentionally. Should we ask the 
leaders and staff at Port Master, most probably they would not claim that they 
intentionally selected the bureaucratic value on purpose. However, their selection of 
classroom approach and dependence on top-down direction were clearly a manifestation 
of the bureaucratic, top-down value. 
 
2. Leadership 
 An example of how leadership sets down a path for the company, and employees, 
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to follow is the case of Steamship Coffee. From the first generation the leaders of 
Steamship Coffee created a vision and a set of corporate values continue to guide the 
company until the present time. Their vision and spirit of always searching for the best 
machines and methods has over time become the company value of continuous 
improvement, which denotes that the company will always strive to improve itself in all 
aspects of operation. This value has seeped over to the management side as well, 
including the management of human resource development at the company today. 
 
3. Outside Forces   
 As much as we like to think that the only determinants of learning structures are 
only internal factors such as leadership and corporate cultures, we have to admit that 
oftentimes outside forces are just as strong, sometimes even stronger, driver of changes to 
our learning structure. Dixon (1992) noted that in order to survive those changes, 
organizations must increase their capacity to learn if they are to function successfully in 
an environment characterized by continual mergers, rapid technological change, massive 
societal change, globalization, and increasing competition.  
 Port Master was an example of an organization that tries to adapt to an anticipated 
change in the year of 2016 due to a new government regulation that will allow competing 
private companies to open and manage ports and free ships to dock in any ports in the 
destination city, as opposed to the current policy that gives total monopoly to port Master. 
In order to adapt to that open market policy Port Master needs to adapt their corporate 
culture to become more adaptive to changes, coupled with new approaches in their 
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corporate learning to train people better, faster, and to prepare their employees for 
competition. Another example would be Yummy Ice Cream that decided a few years ago 
to adopt ISO 9000 quality standards. As part of the ISO 9000 regulations, they decided to 
totally reboot their learning system into present arrangement. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 
 This research study was begun as a result of my curiosity regarding the identity 
and development of training programs in the corporate setting in Indonesia. What does 
the face of Indonesian training field looks like, in terms of the approaches it is using? 
How has training as a practical field grown and changed amidst multitudes of changes in 
Indonesian business world? What factors have played and are playing, in those changes? 
As someone who had participated as both a practitioner in Indonesia's training field and 
as a scholar who observed and studied training practices in Indonesia, these questions 
have piqued my curiosity for a long time.  
 The result of the research study that I conducted demonstrated that the face of 
Indonesian training is a face with diverse features. Even though the research study was 
limited to a small non-representative sample, and therefore was not to be utilized to make 
a generalizable conclusion to other companies in Indonesia, the results indicated that 
there were varieties of learning approaches among Indonesian companies, at least among 
those that became respondents in this study. These included the classical classroom 
approach, Internet learning, self-study, outbound-style sessions, learning circles, and 
innovation contest, among others. 
 However, further interviews with HR directors and staff in those companies 
revealed a pattern of preferences that leans more toward some learning approaches and 
less toward other approaches. One approach that is uniformly employed by all companies 
in this study is the classical classroom approach, especially the lecture style where the 
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trainer presents the content standing up in front of the class and facilitates the trainees 
learning of the content. Some of the companies in this study (Steam Ship Coffee and Nice 
Stay Hotel, and to some extent Strong Concrete) mixed their usage of this approach with 
other learning approaches. The other companies (Best Poultry, Yummy Ice Cream, and 
Port Master) employed the classical classroom approach almost exclusively, with other 
approaches (such as outbound training sessions or some discussion groups) sprinkled in 
infrequently. In these companies these other non-lecture approaches were not used 
consistently enough to be deemed a permanent part of the learning architecture. 
 As has been discussed in the second chapter, Watkins and Marsick (1992, 2001) 
and Van Dam (2012) composed two lists of learning approaches commonly used by 
companies. Van Dam's classification is shown again in Table 16. 
Table 16. Framework for Workplace Learning 
 
FORMAL LEARNING  
Planned learning 10%
 
Planned 
learning 
• Physical classroom 
• Virtual classroom and 
webinars 
• Self-paced web-based 
training 
• Online assessments 
   
INFORMAL LEARNING   
Social Learning  90%
 Spontaneous learning on the job 
• Social networking and expert 
directions 
• Microsharing and tweet chats 
• Gaming and simulations 
• Online communities 
• Interactive video 
• Co-create with wikis 
• Innovation and 
crowdsourcing 
• Content and feedback on 
blogs 
On-demand Learning  
• Podcasts and e-books 
• Job aids and EPSS 
• Learning apps 
• Learning videos 
• E-courses and recorded 
webinars 
Career Learning  
• Career moves and assignments 
• Special projects 
• Feedback 
• Coaching and mentoring 
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  Comparing the list of learning approaches employed by the subject companies in 
this study with the lists provided by Van Dam (2012) helped us understand how far 
Indonesian training field has evolved. A few conclusions can be made from this 
comparison. First of all, companies in Indonesia tend to employ more formal learning 
approaches, which are typically institutionally sponsored and highly structured, and lean 
less towards the informal learning approaches. Another conclusion to be made from the 
comparison is that Indonesian companies are still very far behind their western 
counterparts in terms of using technology for learning. Among all the subject companies 
in this study, Nice Stay Hotel was the only one that employs technology-supported 
learning approaches such as self-study learning and e-learning on a consistent basis. 
Steam Ship Coffee and Strong Concrete at the time of the interviews had been preparing 
themselves to adopt this approach, but they were not ready yet to make that jump. 
However, even Nice Stay Hotel still lagged in its application of technology-based 
learning compared to Van Dam's list. Many technology-based learning approaches in 
Van Dam's list are missing from their repertoire, such as learning apps, computer gaming 
and simulations, etc. 
 One of the factors that contributed to this pattern of preferences that favor 
structured and formal learning, especially the lecture method, is simply the convenience 
or ease of access factor. After all, as Mitchell pointed out, "sometimes the best way to 
convey information is to lecture. The lecture method can save time by coming directly to 
the point. It is probably the most frequently used teaching method and the most familiar 
to your trainees..." (Mitchell, 2010). The lecture method needs little preparation and 
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therefore, is the most convenient method to use when you have many training programs 
on your schedule, which is the case with some companies in this study (most notably Port 
Master). However, this method comes with many disadvantages as well. Werner and 
DeSimone (2012) summed up these disadvantages nicely as they wrote:  
“The lecture method has been widely criticized, particularly because it 
emphasizes one-way communication. It has been suggested that the lecture 
method perpetuates the traditional authority structure of organizations, thus 
promoting negative behaviors (such as passivity and boredom), and it is poorly 
suited for individualizing training and facilitating its transfer. Similarly, .... the 
lecture has limited value in facilitating attitudinal and behavioral changes... A 
related disadvantage of the lecture method is the lack of idea sharing among 
trainees. Without dialogue, trainees may not be able to put things into a common 
perspective that makes sense to them.” (2012) 
 
 
 Many of the characteristics that Werner and DeSimone described in the quotation 
above were present in the companies in this research study. The presence of strong 
authority structure, passivity, complaints of minimal post-training behavioral changes, 
and failure to relate training contents into a common work perspective were all observed 
or reported as taking place in different companies in this study. Details of the existence of 
these symptoms in the subject companies were reported in the previous chapter. 
 Another factor that may have contributed to the preference for classical classroom 
approach was Indonesian people's familiarity with the school-like environment. 
Traditional classrooms in Indonesian schools are a highly-structured teaching 
environment, where the teacher holds the authority and the students come to listen and 
obey the teacher. Initiatives and creativity have not really been valued in this traditional 
classroom environment in a long time. While it is true that in the last few decades 
educational innovations have been attempted to change this paradigm, it seems safe to 
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conclude that the leaders of these organizations, most of whom have substantial seniority, 
were educated in the old school paradigm. 
 Preference of the more structured and formal learning approach was also evident 
in the opinions of many respondents when they were asked about what the future of 
learning architectures in their companies should look like. Many respondents answered 
that their ideal form of learning architecture in the future was a corporate university or an 
institute within the company. When they were inquired about what this corporate 
university does, their answers centered mostly on its structure, such as how the center 
would have many classes, how the classes would be stratified, etc. These answers once 
again are a testimony to the subjects' preference for a high structure and a formal learning 
environment. 
 Another area of discussion that is important to explore in order to describe the 
face of Indonesian training field is how closely the companies in this study adhere, or not, 
to the standard framework of ADDIE (Analysis, Development, Design, Implementation, 
Evaluation). Among the companies in this study, only Steam Ship Coffee may be 
described as implementing the framework in its entirety, while other companies were 
either implementing only part of the ADDIE framework or they did not implement some 
parts correctly. 
 Another finding that emerged from the data is related to the assumptions or views 
regarding learning that are shared among the respondents. These assumptions affected 
how learning was practiced and applied in each company with good and bad 
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consequences. The assumptions are shown below in Table 17 as having, in my judgment, 
a positive or negative effect on learning: 
 
Table 17. Learning Assumptions with Positive and Negative Effects 
Positive effect for learning 
Assumptions/Views Description Exhibited by companies 
Pride Pride of the learning system in their 
company 
Steamship Coffee, Strong 
Concrete 
Ownership Strong feeling of ownership of the learning 
initiatives, in some cases to the point of 
being willing to sacrifice own pleasure 
Steamship Coffee 
Negative effect for learning 
Event Organizer/ 
Traffic Cop syndrome 
Assumption that training staff's 
responsibility is to manage daily 
administrative tasks such as setting up 
rooms, coordinating with speakers, etc. 
while forgetting the big picture of training 
responsibilities (the ADDIE framework) 
Port Master, Best Poultry, 
Yummy Ice Cream, Nice 
Stay Hotel 
Bureaucratism/baby-
sitting syndrome 
Assumption that initiative in learning is to-
down, everything needs to be controlled or 
supervised from the top, unwillingness to 
give up control to the departments 
Port Master, Strong 
Concrete, Nice Stay Hotel  
Training as Lecture View that learning or training is first and 
foremost a classical lecture approach 
Port Master, Best Poultry, 
Yummy Ice Cream, Strong 
Concrete 
Training as Cost View that training or learning in corporate 
world is wasteful and taking away 
resources and time from the "real" work 
Yummy Ice Cream, Nice 
Stay Hotel 
Neutral 
Prestige View that training profession is prestigious Strong Concrete 
Ambition View that the future of their corporate 
learning structure is something grandiose 
such as a Corporate University, Corporate 
Academy 
Steamship Coffee, Port 
Master, Strong Concrete 
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Implications for practices and recommendations 
This study has given a preliminary description of learning approaches in Indonesian 
companies, how they are applied, how they have evolved, and the practitioners' beliefs, 
and the organizational dynamics that might have affected them. Several 
recommendations for practice emerge from the findings of this study.  
 First, training departments need to conduct a total evaluation of how much they 
contribute to the company's productivity by transforming employees skills and 
knowledge. They should stop assuming that running a very busy training schedule 
automatically means they have a good training department. Related to this suggestion, all 
training staff members should reconsider the common assumption that their roles are 
those of an event organizer, which limits them to handling administrative matters such as 
scheduling training programs, booking hotel meeting rooms, and assisting the trainers. 
Instead, training department should be encouraged to shift their role to that of a strategic 
business partner. This shift was encouraged by Gilley and Gilley (2014), as well, when 
they suggested that HRD professionals should stop being "activity-driven" (which is 
similar in concept to our discussion about the "event organizer" role) and instead should 
become "result-driven". These are their concrete suggestions on how to make this shift: 
• Develop an understanding of the differences between activity-driven versus 
result-driven HRD 
• Create a strategic HRD philosophy of HRD 
• Create credibility in the organization 
• Identify strategies that improve organizational effectiveness 
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• Create strategic partnerships in organizations 
 
 However, while the shift in roles, strategies and mental assumptions of the HRD 
department and its staff as described in the first suggestion is important, by itself it is 
inadequate. Complementary changes need to take place among the leadership of the 
company itself (CEO's and all managers) at the same time. Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick 
(2010) called for this shift in the role of company's leadership board, asking the CEO and 
managers to become what he called a "strategic learning partner", which is 
complementary to the "strategic business partner" role that HRD professionals were 
asked to take on.  
 Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick (2010) defined a "strategic learning partner" as "a 
business professional who recognizes the role that learning professionals play in the 
accomplishment of key business outcomes". CEO's and managers who adopt this role 
becomes strategic partners for HRD department by providing goals, assistance, and in 
general an environment that is conduit for their employees to learn under the learning 
programs orchestrated by the HRD department.  
 Steam Ship Coffee's leadership team is a good example of what a strategic 
learning partner should be like. Corporate leaders provide vision and corporate values 
that put an emphasis on learning, they share their work problems with the HRD 
department as basis for learning goals, they encourage their employees to participate in 
training sessions, they work together in coordination with HRD departments to organize 
learning circles in their departments, and they continuously engage with the HRD 
department in preparation and follow-up of training programs. These are a few of the 
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traits that a "strategic learning partner" has that supports learning in the company. This 
need for CEO's and managers to support learning and HRD in companies was 
summarized eloquently by a respondent:  
... HR is not only HRD's business. HR is everybody's business. Why? Because 
with excellent human resources we can manufacture quality products. And that is 
very important..... So all departments here believe that HR is not only HRD's 
business but all of us. With great human resources, work is better... (FGD2, 458) 
  
 Third, training departments in Indonesian companies need to refresh themselves 
on the basics of training standards. In order to achieve this, they can start with the 
ADDIE framework that is a widely acknowledged standard among training professionals. 
This needs to be done to ensure that there is a proper analysis and evaluation system, 
which is the basis of learning activities that answer real needs of the user.  
 Fourth, in order to become a true learning organization, it is imperative that 
Indonesian companies should learn from the best examples that are available. They might 
want to learn from local companies that have built excellent learning structures over the 
years. It might be too early to call Steam Ship Coffee as one example of such companies, 
but there are indications that were already discussed in previous chapters of how Steam 
Ship Coffee made its case as a company with an excellent learning structure. Astra Motor 
Company and Garuda Indonesia are two companies that are often mentioned by training 
practitioners in Indonesia as organizations with first-rate learning programs. Another 
source of learning is obviously books and the Internet. Indonesian companies can conduct 
a "virtual benchmarking trip" by reading books and browsing various websites about 
great companies and their workplace learning programs. By learning from these various 
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sources Indonesian companies can study diverse cases of workplace learning program 
and pick and choose the ones that suit them better. 
 Fifth, it is time for training professionals in Indonesia to form an association for 
training professionals that is similar to America's ATD (the Association for Talent 
Development - formerly ASTD). Unfortunately at the present time such a professional 
association does not exist yet in Indonesia. We need an association that focuses not only 
on making sure training practices satisfy the needs of the user (companies), but these 
practices need to be based on principles in line with scholarly and academic theories as 
well. This association should become an intersection where practitioners and academics 
meet and support one another to bring improvements to training practices and theories in 
Indonesia. 
 
Limitations of the Study 
 Because the sample for this study is small and not systematically representative of 
Indonesian corporation, the findings of this research study have limited generalizability. 
However, management/leadership boards in Indonesian organizations and companies 
may find useful insights in the findings of this study, insights worthy of further 
consideration. 
 Due to its qualitative nature, this study has limitations related to the use of self-
reported data. While attempts have been made to triangulate and corroborate the findings 
by additional interviews, observation and document study, this methodology may still 
have inherent limitations with regard to the validity of the data. 
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 Qualitative thematic codes were identified solely by the primary investigator, 
without the benefit of multiple coders and confirmation through inter-rater reliability. 
No objective performance data were made available to the researcher by the organization 
being studied. In using interviews to try to provide insights into the opinions and perception 
of the respondents, retrospective sense-making may have biased their responses.  
 
Recommendations for future research 
 This research study provides us a qualitative, descriptive and preliminary 
exploration into the world of training practices in big companies in Indonesia. As such, 
there are possibilities for more research studies to get a more in-depth and complete 
picture of this topic of research. 
 As a qualitative research study, the findings of this research study have a narrow 
focus on the topic and very limited generalizability. In order to give us a complementary 
and broader view of training practices in Indonesian companies, a research study that is 
more quantitative in nature is needed, one that employs a larger and more representative 
sample, and that uses, in addition, observational and documentary methodologies. 
Perhaps one that employs surveys (questionnaires) as the primary research method and 
covers many more companies is needed here to give us more generalizability. 
 More limitations of this study should be noted here, especially in terms of the 
constituents and types of the corporate training programs analyzed. As it was designed 
this study purportedly study HR staff and managers, which constitute only one 
constituent of workplace learning. In order to obtain a more comprehensive view of 
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workplace learning in Indonesia, it is recommended that future studies should collect data 
from two other constituencies – participants (i.e., consumers of training programs), and 
business sponsors and business managers who allocate budget and are impacted by the 
results of training. Regarding the types of training programs in the future studies it is 
important to explore the differences in training approaches for three different types of 
training – mandatory training (e.g., OSHA Training), work-essential training (training 
that the employees need to do their job today), and career related training (training that is 
important for career development and success planning). 
 More in-depth study is recommended regarding some of the more interesting 
cases in this study. Port Master is a government-owned company that has a high degree 
of bureaucracy and authority-based culture. It would be interesting to have a more in-
depth examination of Port Master and other government-owned companies in Indonesia 
to see if this culture is shared among all of them. Similarly, Steam Ship Coffee's 
unparalleled sense of ownership and pride among its employees is an interesting case to 
be examined in depth to see if such a culture can be replicated in other companies. 
 Attempts at triangulation of data sources have been made in this study by 
employing interviews, observation and document analysis as multiple research methods. 
It was not always possible, however, to conduct all three research methods at the subject 
research companies. Because of the way training programs are scheduled and the timing 
of research visits, for example, it was not always possible to attend training sessions in 
some companies. In other companies, due to privacy reasons some companies refused to 
divulge some sensitive information such as yearly training budgets. These barriers can be 
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overcome with long-term planning and better personal approaches with the leaders of the 
companies. 
 Future research needs to examine more deeply the instructional and psychological 
aspects of workplace learning, which was only mentioned briefly in this dissertation. A 
deeper analysis is needed in examining those aspects that need to be considered in 
choosing learning methods (teaching objectives, time, materials, instructor's 
competencies, and participants), for example. Psychological qualities of learning such as 
the cognitive, psychomotor and affective dimensions of the learners are another area of 
rich discussion that needs to be examined. How much each company looks into these 
instructional and psychological aspects in managing their learning structures would be an 
interesting angle to pursue in the future studies.  
 Finally, further research is needed to properly assess training effectiveness in the 
subject companies. Even though limited assessment was conducted in this study, it was 
based only on qualitative data from the interviews. In order to gain a more complete 
assessment of the organizations, hard data that is more quantitative in nature such as 
survey reports, results of tests, etc. is needed.  
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